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Abstract 

ABSTRACT 

Worm gearing is very widely used, especially in heavy industry, but due to the complexity 

of worm gear geometry, worm gear research has lagged behind that for spur and helical 

gears. In the last decade, however, the potential for significant improvement in worm 

gearing has dramatically increased: computers have given greater freedom to analyse 

worm gearing; CNC machines make it possible to aim for optimised worm gear 

geometries with very high accuracy and the development of synthetic lubricants has 

substantially improved lubrication conditions. In the UK, over the last few years, research 

effort in the field of worm gearing has increased considerably. 

As a part of this recent activity in the UK, the author has been involved mainly in 

developing the analytical mechanics and metrology of worm gears. A method for the 

generalised 3D non-elastic worm gear mesh analysis and associated software have been 

developed and worm wheel metrology software has been implemented on a CNC 

measuring machine in the UK National Gear Metrology Laboratory, to allow, for the first 

time, analytical measurement of worm wheel tooth flanks. Combination of the mesh 

analysis software and CNC measurement of worm wheels has assisted in the design and 

manufacture of worm gears with modified tooth profiles. 

Two methods of 3D non-elastic worm gear analysis have been developed for conjugate 

action and non-conjugate action respectively. The conjugate analysis determines the 

lines of contact, sliding and rolling velocities, limitations of the working area (the envelope 

of contact lines on a worm surface and singularities on a wheel surface), principal 

relative curvatures and the orientations of contact lines. It is based on the B-matrix 

method [Zhang and Hu, 1989]. The non-conjugate analysis predicts entry and exit gaps, 

contact ratio, wear marking on the worm flank, instantaneous contact topology on all the 

engaged tooth flanks, total contact area, contact pattern and transmission error. This is 

based on numerical simulation of the actual worm gear running process under no-load. 

Although the non-elastic analysis models have been designed for any type of worm 

gearing, and have been used to study Cavex (ZC) wormgears and the meshing of a ZA 
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worm with a helical gear, most of the work has been on involute (ZI) worm gearing, since 

this is, by far, the most commonly produced type in the UK. 

This thesis presents the work as follows: 

1) The development of the B-Matrix kinematic method for conjugate analysis. 

The B-Matrix method, presented in chapter 2, elegantly simplifies the derivation and 

calculation procedures, since the geometric parameters and the motional parameters can 

be arranged in separate matrices. As a result, the models can be applied to different 

geometries and coordinate systems with no need for further difficult derivations. The 

method leads to an easier way of integrating the theory of various types of worm gearing 

into compact generalised models. It is much more convenient and reliable to let the 

computer formulate and solve matrix equations numerically, treating each matrix as a 

simple variable, than to develop analytically the corresponding long tedious non-linear 

equations. 

2) The development of mathematical equations to allow CNC measuring machines to 

measure cylindrical worm wheels with respect to their mating worms. 

The measurements are 3-dimensional and absolute, in the sense that the results are the 

deviations from the theoretical geometries rather than comparative measurements 

relative to a (necessarily imperfect) master worm wheel. The measurement theory has 

been implemented on a particular CNC measuring machine. This is presented in 

chapters 3 and 5. 

3) The development of the non-conjugate analysis. 

The fundamental basis of the non-conjugate analysis presented in this thesis is to rotate 

the worm wheel to bring its tooth flank into contact with the worm flank at each given 

angle of worm rotation, so that the no-load transmission error and gap contours can be 

determined. This method is suitable for both cylindrical and globoidal worm gears, since 

the rotation angles of worm and wheel are used to simulate the running process directly. 
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The method also allows the wheel tooth flank to be obtained either by conjugate analysis 

of the hobbing process, or by analytical measurements or other methods (for example, 

when a theoretically-generated involute helical gear is used to mesh with a worm). This 

work is presented in chapter 4. 

4) implementation of the non-elastic analysis theory. 

The non-elastic analysis software has been written for personal computers. In addition, 

dimensional calculations specified by BS 721 and commonly used hob design methods 

have been added to the non-elastic analysis software to increase user-friendliness. The 

software has been used to investigate the effects on the worm gear contact and 

performance of machining errors and profile deviations or modifications. The structure 

of this analysis software allows for the inclusion of new modules for other types of worm 

gearing without in any way disturbing the integrity of the program's existing abilities. The 

non-elastic analysis software is user-friendly with a "Windows" graphical user interface. 

Software reliability and error tolerance have been of particular concern during program 

development. This work is presented in chapter 5. 

5) The software has been thoroughly validated against other published results and/or 

actual production. 

The software has been used extensively for both research and commercial purposes, 

and the user interface developed further in response to user feedback. Examples of 

these applications are given in chapter 7. 
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Notation 

NOTATION 

A, - contact area round an individual grid point j, 

A,,, - total contact area over all engaged tooth flanks, 
B-B matrix, 
B� - partial derivative of B matrix with respect to (0,, 

b2, ban - worm wheel face width and worm wheel effective face width respectively, 
C- centre distance, 

D- distance ft m worm wheel middle face plane to the section in which profile 

errors are to be measured, 

f; - single tooth pair transmission error, 
F; - overlapped transmission error, 

9ffdd MI 

90"WO) - unit vectors of principal directions on the worm surface in coordinate system 

St, g,,, j1) has the minimum curvature, 

h- surface: h =1 worm/hob, h=2 worm wheel, 

- transmission ratio, i= 1, 
j- grid point on wheel flank, j =1,2, """, N, 

K- K=pJ(2 a), 
k, - worm tooth number, k, =1,2, """, z,, 
kz - worm wheel tooth number, k2 =1,2, """, ;, 

kam`'' 
knp) - principal curvatures on the worm surface along 9,, P', 9, ßr`'' 

respectively, Q') is the minimum curvature 

k�1.2' - maximum relative normal curvature of the mating worm and wheel 

surfaces, 

m- (subscript) for coordinate systems: m=0,1,2, f, p 

mx - worm axial module 
M- meshing function 

Mm, - partial derivative of meshing function with respect to m,, 
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Notation 

NmO» - normal vector to flank E" represented in terms of components of coordinate 

System S, (0 m, X,. Y m, z h=1,2 
N,,, m> 

, 
N" 

N,,, ", - components of normal vector to flank E(h' in coordinate system S m(0,, x 
Ym, z�). 

p- axial pitch of worm thread, . 
p= - lead of worm thread, 

R,, R2 - radial positions of points on worm and wheel flank respectively, 

r, , r2 - worm and worm wheel reference radii, respectively, 

rr,, r,, - worm root radius and outside radii, respectively, 

r,, (h) - position vector of a point P(u, O) on flank F(h) represented in terms of 
components of coordinate system Sm (O m. xm ,ym, Z m). 

Sm coordinate system with origin O,, and coordinates (x,,, , ym , 16 ), with m= 
0,1,2, f, p. Sm can be fully represented as Sm (O m, x m, y m, z, ). 

s- planar curve which generates the worm heiicoid surface by screw motion. 
xT(h) 

Y. (h) 

z,,, (') - components of position vector of rm(') 
Tin - coordinate transformation matrix from ST to Sn, m=0,1,2, f, p, n=0,1,2, f, p. 

For example, T21 represents a transformation matrix from coordinate system 
S, to S z, i. e. from coordinates specified in S, to coordinates specified in S2. 

VT(') - velocity vector of a contact point on flank E(h), represented in terms of 

components of coordinate system Sm (O m, xm ,yf,, z,,, ) 

Vs, (12) - relative (sliding) velocity in coordinate system S,, V, "2) =V, (')-V, m, 

Vr, ('e - rolling velocity in coordinate system S,, V, ('2)=V, (')+V, (2), 

V'(12) - entrainment velocity, 

z, - number of worm starts, 

z2 - number of worm wheel teeth, 

[V, -VI - lead measurement range, 
w,,,,, - rotation matrix from from Sm to S., 

E, - single tooth pair axial gap, 

An - overlapped axial gap. 
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Notation 

an - single tooth normal axial gap. 

An - overlapped normal gap. 

u- curvilinear parameter of the worm/hob flank surface, 
EM - worm/hob flank, 

E(2) - wheel flank, 

m, - angle of worm/hob rotation, 

*2 - angle of wheel rotation, 

(o, - speed of worm/hob rotation, 

m2 - speed of wheel rotation, 

fl - hob swing angle, 

k- angle of generator of convolute worm heiicoid, 

y- worm/hob lead angle, 

Yb - base lead angle, 

f2 - angle between the tangent to a contact line and worm surface principal 

direction g, ). 

0- curvilinear parameter of the worm/hob flank surface, 

8- angle between the normal to a contact line and worm surface principal 

direction g,,. "'. 
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Chapter 1 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background: worm gear applications and developments 

1.1.1 Worm gear applications, characteristics and families 

The worm gear set is a primary transmission device used to transmit torque and motion 
between crossed shafts. The angle between the two shafts is usually 90° but other 

angles may be used to satisfy particular requirements. A typical worm gear pair is shown 
in Figure 1.1. 

Worm thread 

wbeel ftmk 

Figure 1.1 A Typical Worm Gear Pair 

Worm gearing is used in applications to transmit powers from a few Watts up to 775 KW 

and torques from 1 Nm up to 350 KNm. Worm speeds can vary from 0 to 10,000 rpm, 
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Chapter 1 

depending on size, and the centre distance, from as little as 7.5 mm to 2.5 metres or 

more. Reduction ratios in the range from 1: 1 to 400: 1 are feasible. Use of worm 

gearing as a speed-increasing drive is possible but unusual. A large percentage of 

worms are single-start, but ten or more starts on the worm is not uncommon. 

The worm gears have found a wide variety of applications and in 1984 [Anon-2,19841 

accounted for more than 28% of the total value of industrial gears sold in the UK. This 

is because of their special characteristics - good vibration damping characteristics, the 

ability to produce a high ratio in a single stage, simple construction, damage tolerance, 

compact angle drive layout, possible self-locking behaviour and, above all, low noise 
[Pennell, 1990]. 

_*-. -. pI- I. 

ý. ý.... ý 

Figure 1.2 Worm External Shapes 

Throat 

Figure 13 Wheel Eitermal Shapes 

A worm's external shape may be a cylinder or it may be hourglass-like (Figure 1.2). The 

external shape of the meshing worm wheels may also be a cylinder or one with a 

(globoidal) throat recess (Figure 1.3). As a result of this, four options can be chosen to 
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Chapter 1 

combine the external shapes. However, worm gearing today Is normally divided into two 

classes by the worm's external shape since commonly used worm wheels are almost 

exclusively globoidal (with the throat recess). The two classes are cylindrical (or single- 
enveloping) worm gear drives and globoidal (or double-enveloping) worm gear drives, as 

shown in Figures 1.4 and 1.5. Use of a globoidal worm encourages higher contact ratio 

and higher load capacity since more teeth are engaged. 

i iý 
ýý 

ý. 
"ý % 

Figure 1.4 Schematic of Cylindrical and Globoidal Worm Gear Pairs 

ZA: straight sided axial profile 

Convolute heiicoid ZN: straight sided normal profile (straight line generator) (slightly concave axial proflie) 
ZI : Involute helicoid 

ZK: milled helicoid 
Single-enveloping 

(no straight lines anywhere. conical cutter with 
(cylindrical) straight generators) 

wormgear drives 

ZC1: circular arc profile on 
worm grinding wheel 

ZC ZC2: circular arc profile in 
(circular arc generator) worm normal section 

ZC3: circular arc profile In 
worm axial section 

Typel: worm profile has straight generators(straight line blade) 

Double-enveloping Typet: worm profile has straight generators(piane grinding wheel) [gioboidan 
wormgear drives 

Type3: worm Is generated with conical cutterigrinding wheel 

Figure 1.5 The Family of Common Worm gear Drives 
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Each dass of worm drive falls into various types distinguished by the worm tooth profiles. 
Work on searching for new types of worm gears Is still going on [Simon, 1994]. 

According to AGMA6022-C93, DIN3975 and also draft ISO standards, cylindrical worm 
tooth profiles can have ZA (straight sided axial profile), ZI (involute helicoid), ZN (straight 

sided normal profile), ZK (milled helicoid, or Kiingelnberg helicoid), and ZC (or ZH, ZF, 

circular arc profile) tooth forms. ZA, ZI and ZN forms can all be produced with straight- 
line generators, and are categorized as convolute helicoids by Buckingham 

[Buckingham, 1949]. ZC forms are generated with circular arcs, although at least 3 

different types of ZC worms are in use. ZK forms result from the use of conical cutters 

and nominally there is no straight line on a ZK helicoid. The family of common worm 

gears Is given in Figure I. S. 

1.1.2 History of worm gear development 

Worm gearing is of great antiquity, going back about 2100 years to Archimedes, who is 

generally acknowledged as its inventor. Archimedes used an (Archimedean) screw to 

rotate a toothed wheel. Subsequent development of the worm gearing principle 
progressed very slowly along conventional lines until about 500 years ago when 
Leonardo DaVinci evolved the double enveloping gear concept [Loveless, 19801. The 

modem worm gearing industry and systematic research into worm gears started in the 

early 1920's (David Brown patented worm gears in 1910 and 1912) and, since then, 

many different types of worm gear have been developed. 

In the UK, worm gear production is almost exclusively of ZI cylindrical worm gears. In the 

postwar period and through into the 1950's, the two major UK companies (David Brown 

Radioon and Renold-Holroyd-Crofts) dominated this field In Europe, with much practical 

research and product development [Hofmann, 1993). One result of this active industrial 

research and development was the British Standard for the rating of ZI worm gears, BS 

721, first published in 1937, then revised in 1963 and 1983. 

In the war and postwar period, up to the 1960's there was significant research in 

Germany by Nieman and his colleagues in this field [Hofmann, 1993]. In the late 1940's, 

Niemann developed and patented cylindrical worm gears with concave flanks with which 
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he obtained excellent theoretical and experimental results. In the early 1950's, gear 

producer Mender A. G. acquired the patent rights and began commercial production of 
these drives, bringing worm gearing for the first time, into a competitive position in 

mainland Europe. At the same time the name CAVEX was coined for this type of 

gearing [Vos, 1996J. CAVEX worms are the main form of ZC worms. 

During the same period, globoidal (double enveloping) worm gear drives were also 
developed. Historical records indicate that more than 200 years ago, in York, the famous 

clockmaker Henry Hindley made the first set of Hindley globoidal worm gears. In the 

early 1920's, Mr. Samuel L. Cone of Portsmouth, Virginia, significantly Improved 

Hindley's globoidal worth gearing to produce the drive which presently carries his name - 
Cone Drive Double Enveloping Worm Gear Drives [Tang, 1991][South, 1995]. Since the 

1950's several different types of globoidal worm gears have also been manufactured in 

Japan and China respectively. 

Worm wheels were originally cut with a hob that had the same basic geometry as the 

mating worm. In this case it was expected that the worm gear would have conjugate 

action with line contact between the tooth flanks. Later on, however, deliberate 

mismatch between the hob and the worm was introduced into worm gear production to 

improve the worm gear performance. This is mainly because the mismatch makes it 

easier to get proper contact and lubrication conditions in the presence of unavoidable 

manufacturing errors and elastic and thermal deflections. In this case, worm gears are 

of non-conjugate action and have initially point contacts between the tooth flanks under 

no-load. 

However, as is well known, these non-conjugate tooth flanks bed in during running under 
load, as a result of the relatively poor lubrication condition and localized contact, which 

gives rise to appreciable wear and/or plastic deformation of the softer worm wheel flanks. 

As a result, the worn parts of the worm wheel flanks become more nearly conjugate to 

the (relatively unworn) worm flanks, with an extended contact area, lower contact 

stresses and a greatly reduced wear rate. On some worm gears, running under 

constant load, the wear may cease altogether once the teeth are properly bedded in. 

5 
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1.2 Review of previous worm gear research 

1.2.1 Move from 2D to 3D modelling 

Some early research work on worm gears was reported by Dudley & Poritsky in 1943. 

They showed how the worm tooth shape produced by a given cutter could be computed 

and conversely how to determine the cutter shape to produce a desired worm shape 
[Narayan and Corporation, 1995]. In 1949, systematic mathematical models of worm 

gearing mechanics were published in a book [Buckingham, 1949], which arose out of the 

investigations of ASME Special Research Committee on Worm Gears. The geometries 

and mechanics of ZA, ZN, ZI and ZK cylindrical worm gear drives were well defined by 

Buckingham at that time. However, Buckingham's worm gearing analysis is built on the 

concept that the gear tooth action between a worm and a wheel is conjugate and 

identical to that of a spur gear and a rack in each transverse plane. It is thus restricted 

to the 2D conjugate contact problems associated with worms and wheels whose axes are 

perpendicular. In the 1950's through into the 1970's there was a steady output of 

research into the theory of gearing, from specialised institutes of former USSR and other 

eastern European countries. Most of the analytical techniques developed were published 

in Litvin's book [Litvin, 1968] and further developed by him in the USA [Litvin, 1989][Litvin, 

1994] . 
The significant advance presented was that the equation of meshing was 

introduced, which made it possible to apply the theory of gearing presented in fully 3D 

meshes, so that it can be applied to any type of worm gear. 

1.2.2 Move towards more realistic analysis 

Until the late 1980's, all worm gearing analysis was exclusively based on the assumption 

of conjugate action and line contacts between the worm and wheel tooth flanks. 

However, as mentioned before, in most cases, worm gears are of non-conjugate tooth 

form with point contacts under no-load before bedding-in. It was pointed out by 

Bagci(1987) that the contact stresses in the case of point contacts may be substantially 
higher [Litvin and Kin, 1992] so that it would be beneficial to consider more realistic 

models. In 1988 and 1989, Janninck and Colboume published independently their 
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computerized simulations of non-conjugate cylindrical worm gear meshing. These two 

authors used different methods to determine the separation contours between the worm 

and wheel surfaces but also studied the effect of hob oversize and swivel angles on the 

separation contours [Narayan & Corporation, 1995]. In this decade, a few publications 
introduced concept of TCA (Tooth Contact Analysis] into cylindrical worm gearing to 

calculate bearing contact [Kin, 1990][Litvin, 1992](Fang, 1996]. Narayan and Corporation 

(1995) made use of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to study the effect of hob geometry on 
load distribution, and the effect of load on the transmission error of cylindrical worm 
gearing. Similar progress was made for double-enveloping worm gears [Hiltcher & 
Guingand, 19941. Tang (1991) applied Hertzian stress analysis and FEA to double- 

enveloping worm gears to predict the load distribution. 

The above survey shows that researchers are now approaching the analysis of "real" 

worm gears. However, actual "real" worm gears are produced with errors and the "real" 

wheel flanks are finally re-generated by the worms during the bedding-in process. To 

produce optimised wheels accurately and obtain the shapes of 'real° worm wheels, 
analytical measurements of actual worm wheels are crucial since there is, at present, no 
theoretical method for predicting the wheel wear that occurs during this bedding-in 

process. Only thus, when the actual geometry of real worms and wheels is known, can 

realistic prediction of meshing conditions be undertaken. 

1.3 The objectives of this research project 

1.3.1 The state of worm gear development 

Worm gear research and development has not progressed as rapidly as that of spur and 

helical gears. As understanding of spur and helical gears has improved, there has been 

a move away from the use of relatively'soft' gears, which bedded-in during initial running, 

to surface-hardened gears which are manufactured with extreme precision to the ideal 

running profile. This has resulted in a four-fold to five-fold increase in load capacity for 

a given size. Worm gears, in contrast, have not developed significantly over the same 

period ( Hofmann, 1993 J. The major reason for this slow development has been the 
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complex geometry of worm gearing and the attendant difficulties of analysing the mesh. 

Although measurement of involute gear profiles is possible within ±1 pin (Beyer, 19961, 

worm wheels are still tested in industry using "blue" contact marking patterns. Thus, 

while modifications can be precisely applied to involute gears to improve their 

performance dramatically, worm gears are still heavily reliant on the result of "bedding- 

in". No standard for profile and lead accuracy has ever been produced for worm wheel 

quality control since the accuracy of worm wheel manufacturing could not be measured 

absolutely. 

Worm gear technology, with a case-hardened worm and a phosphor. bronze wheel, 
dates back to an era when manufacturing tolerances were much greater than to-day, 

and when it was impossible to measure complex spatial geometries. Since the worm- 

wheel geometry could not be measured, the final wheel geometry could only be wildly 

guessed. The same design philosophy is still applied today, so that it is difficult to apply 

theoretical mesh analysis with confidence. EHL (Elasto-hydrodynamic Lubrication) 

analysis and theoretical optimization of tooth forms of worm gearing are also of doubtful 

value if the worm wheel geometry is uncertain. 

Worm gearing is therefore limited in two respects: 

1) The theoretical analysis of worm gearing is based on the assumption that the 

wheel will be cut or "bedded-in" to a known geometry. This has been shown to 

be very unreliable assumption (see below). 

2) The wheel geometry is not optimised for lubrication and load conditions, but 

generated fairly randomly by the bedding-in process, so that the best 

performance is unlikely to be achieved. 

The situation in relation to the theoretical modelling of 'real' worm gearing is thus far from 

satisfactory. 
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1.3.2 Potential for improvement of worm gearing 

The potential for improvement of worm gearing has increased significantly in recent 

years. Computers have given the power to apply modem 3D meshing theory to worm 

gearing of any type of geometry, and (potentially) optimise their design. CAM (computer- 

aided manufacturing) and CAI (computer-aided inspection) have given the possibility of 

optimising their production and inspecting them very accurately. 

In the last decade, the potential accuracy achievable with modem CNC worm grinders 
has also improved dramatically. The development of full CNC grinding wheel dressers 

gives complete freedom in the choice of grinding wheel profiles, so that any desired 

worm(hob) profile can now be form ground with extreme accuracy. CNC hobbing 

machines are also capable of hobbing high accuracy worm wheels, which potentially 

allows worm wheels with optimised profiles to be generated. Coordinate measuring 

machines are available and software for measuring complex worm and wheel geometries 

can be developed. 

The combination of modem gear tooth meshing analysis, and the experience gained from 

application of elastic mesh analysis and elastohydrodynamic lubrication theory to spur 

and helical gears, means that is now potentially possible to obtain better fundamental 

understanding of worm gearing and optimize worm gear profiles. The combination of 

accurate, flexible coordinate measuring machinery, modem manufacturing capability, and 

better lubricants opens up the possibility for physically achieving the optimised wommgear 

profiles with desired accuracy. The future redevelopment of worm gears could thus 

provide more accurate transmission, higher load capacity and higher efficiency, at 

effectively lower cost, without sacrificing the intrinsic advantages of low noise and high 

stage ratio. 

1.3.3 Recent worm gear research activity in the UK 

The BGA Research Framework published in 1990 (Transmission Engineering Research 

for the UK) has encouraged an interest in worm gear research at UK universities, and 

four major projects of research have been carried out. 
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1) "Improving the Stress Analysis of Worm Gearing" involved development of 

an elastic mesh model for worm gears to provide the same accuracy of 

analysis as is possible for spur and helical gears (University of Newcastle upon 
Tyne, EPSRC Grant NO: GR/G57932); 

2) "Worm Gear Design: Elastohydrodynamics" Involved a study of the lubrication 

of worm gears using EHL theory to develop a procedure for calculating oil film 

thickness and fiction coefficients (University of Wales, Cardiff, EPSRC Grant NO: 

GR/H41546); 

3) "The Analysis and Measurement of Transmission Error in Precision Worm 
Gears" involves the development of a more fundamental understanding of the 

causes and means of reducing transmission error (University of Huddersfield, 

DTI Reference No: REH/LMS/600.1); 

4) "Improving Worm Gear Performance" involves an attempt to develop new worm 

gear geometries with higher load capacity, using cheaper materials of 

construction (University of Newcastle upon Tyne, DTI Reference No: MP20/113). 

The work described in this thesis was carried out in connection with projects (1), (2) and 
(4). 

1.3.4 The objectives of this research 

The kinematic techniques for the analysis of models of worm gearing and for worm gear 

metrology both needed to be developed to support the activities mentioned above. 

Complete flexibility in worm gear modelling was necessary in the initial stages to allow 

for future requirements. Only with precise absolute measurement capability is it possible 

to utilise fully the accuracy potential of modem gear grinding and hobbing machines, 

since without accurate measurement, accurate manufacture and optimization are 

impossible (Hofmann, 1993]. 
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Therefore the objectives of this PhD project were: 

1) To develop a general 3D non-elastic analysis technique for worm gearing; 

2) To develop a method of worm gear metrology for use with CNC measuring 

machines; 

3) To apply the theory and software developed to enable a particular coordinate 
gear measuring machine to measure ZI (involute form) worm gears and to assist 
in better understanding, practical investigation and further research into topics 

(1), (2) and (4) above. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONJUGATE ANALYSIS - HOBBING AND BEDDING-IN PROCESSES 

2.1 Introduction to the B-matrix Method 

The conjugate analysis described herein can be used to model the worm wheel flank 
generation processes during hobbing or bedding-in. Although the mechanism of the 
bedding-in process is still not quite clear to the author, measurement of bedded-in worm 
wheels shows that the wom part of the wheel flank Is very nearly conjugate to the worm, 
as might be expected if the worm is regarded as equivalent to a rigid abrasive tool during 
bedding-in. 

Many types of worm tooth geometry can be found in application and work is still going 
on to find new ones. The use of flexible mathematical models capable of analysing all 
types of worm gearing is thus very beneficial. The B-matrix method is a new approach 
to generalised 3D kinematic models of gearing which can potentially be used for writing 
kinematic models for any type of worm gear [Zhang and Hu, 1989]. The models are 
represented in the form of matrices. The major advantage of the B-matrix models over 
others is that the geometric parameters and the motional parameters appear in separate 
matrices. Therefore, the equations can be applied to different geometries without further 
derivations. Furthermore, dealing with matrix models in a computer is very convenient, 
because the individual matrices are of simple form and easily derived, so that the 

computer can be left to carry out the multiple matrix operations without the need for 

complex algebraic analysis. 

The B-matrix method is developed fron Litvin's proposal [Litvin, 1968] that the necessary 
condition for the existence of an envelope of a family of surfaces can be represented in 
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the form 

N" Km) =0 

where N is the normal to the generating surface, Vß12 is the relative (sliding) velocity of 

surface I with respect to surface 2. For a given generating surface, N Is a known 

geometric vector but N(12) contains both geometric and motional parameters. In most 

formulations of the meshing equations, V1121 needs to be derived for each individual 

generating surface even if the motional parameters and the coordinate systems for two 
different gear pairs are the same. This is inconvenient, tedious and prone to error. 

The B-matrix method describes the necessary condition for the existence of an envelope 

of a family of surfaces in the form 

N"B"r=0 

Where N denotes the normal vector to the generating surface as before and r denotes 

the position vector of the generating point on that surface. Both N and r depend only on 
the geometric parameters of the generating surface. B is a matrix containing only the 

motional parameters and, is therefore, independent of the geometry of the generating 

surface. Once a coordinate system is set up, change of generating tooth geometry does 

not cause any change in the B matrix. 

2.2 CoordInate Systems 

To derive the kinematic models for both conjugate and non-conjugate analysis, the set 

of Cartesian coordinate systems shown in Figure 2.1 is set up. The system Sm (0m, )(m. 

y,,, z,,, ) represents a coordinate system with origin 0m and coordinates (x.,, y,,,, Z�), with 

m=0,1,2, f, p. St (Or, )r , y,,. ) is the fixed system, rigidly connected to the frame with 

x, along common line of centres, y, parallel to the wheel axis, and z' in the wheel middle 

plane. Moving system S, (0,, x,, y,, z, ) Is rigidly connected to the worm/hob and rotates 
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with it around axis z. It coincides with the stationary system S, (C6, ;, yo, ;) when the 

worm/hob rotation angle 0, =0. Moving system S2(02, xz, y2, z2) is fixed in the worm 

wheel, with zj along the worm wheel axis. It coincides with the stationary system S. (Op, 

)p, yp, Zr) when the worm wheel rotation angle m2 =0. 

Yp 

ao 

Figure 2.1 Coordinate Systems 
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2.3 The B-Matrix Kinematic Models 

The main kinematic problems of the theory of gearing are: 

(i) Determining generated surfaces as the envelope of a family of generating 
surfaces. 

(ii) Determining lines of contact on conjugate surfaces. 

(Iii) Defining the limits for no undercutting of the generated surface during generation. 

(iv) Calculation of the relative normal curvatures and the sliding and rolling 
velocities at contact points of the mating surfaces. 

(v) Determining the surfaces of tools used to manufacture gears. 

(vi) Simulation of mismatched (non-conjugate) gear drives, including prediction of 
the path of contact, entrainment velocity, contact gap contour and transmission 

error. 

(vii) Prediction of the effects of manufacturing errors on no-load performance. 

The first four problems are solved in this chapter and the last three are solved in chapters 
4 and 5. 

2.3.1 The Worm Surface and its Normal 

In common practice, only the worm wheel hob has conjugate action with the wheel during 

the hobbing process. However, the hob is virtually a worm. Therefore, the term " worm" 
Is used in this chapter to represent either a worm or a worm wheel hob, whichever has 

conjugate action with the worm wheel. 

Since it is necessary to transform position vectors repeatedly between the different sets 
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of coordinate systems shown in Figure 2.1, homogeneous coordinates are used 

throughout this thesis. The homogeneous coordinates of a position vector in 3D space 

are thus determined by 4 numbers (x, y, z, 1) and a normal /velocity vector by (n 
x, n Y, 

n s, 
0) / (v=, vy , vz , 0), so that the corresponding coordinate translational and rotation 

matrices are then 4x4 square matrices. Matrix representation of the coordinate 

transformation only needs multiplication of matrices if position vectors are determined by 

homogeneous coordinates. 

The position vector of a general point on worm surface V) is thus given in parametric 
form by: 

x(u, e) 

4"(u, e) = 
y'i)(u'e) 

...... (2.1) 
1z(u8) 

1 

r; ')(u, 8) e C2 

x' *0 (u, 8)eG 
au as 

The superscript (1) denotes the worm surface V) and the subscript I denotes that the 

vector is represented in terms of components of coordinate system S, (0 ,, x,, y ,, z , ). 

u and A are curvilinear parameters. Symbol C2 denotes that x, (')(u, 8), y, (')(u, O), z, (')(u, O) 

have continuous derivatives to the second order. (u, 8) eG denotes that the curvilinear 

parameters belong to the area G which is an open region (excluding part of its boundary). 
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The normal vector to the worm surface can be obtained from: 

(1) Nlx (u, e) 

(1) (1) 1 

au ae N(1)/ 
lz \u, 

e) 

0 

where the element 1 in the fourth row of the position vector r, (') and the element 0 In the 
fourth row of the normal vector N, (1) are used to create the homogeneous vectors which 

are conformable for matrix multiplication. 

2.3.2 Translational and Rotational Matrices 

The position coordinate transformation matrix from system Sm to system ý can be 

represented in the form 

all alt a13 b14 

a21 a22 a23 b24 
Twee 

a31 a32 a33 b34 

0 0 0 1 

Then the cooresponding rotation matrix for other vectors is 

" .' 
all a12 a13 0 

a21 a22 a23 0 

a31 a32 a33 0 

0 0 0 1 
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The coordinate transformation and rotation matrices referring to the coordinate systems 
in Figure 2.1 are as follows. 

cos4, -sin$, 00 

sin,, cosio, 00 701= 

0010 

0001 

1000 

0 cosri sinn 0 
rro 

0 -sinrl cosh 0 
0001 

100C 
00 -1 0 

p0100 0 
0001 

cos42 sind 00 

-sin42 cosh 00 
T2p 

0010 

00 01 

T21=T2p - Tpr - Tro - Tot ...... (2.3) 

...... (2.4) r1o°ro1-' Tio-Tor 1 Tfp-Tpf 1 Tp1-T2p_1 r1z°T21 -1 

W _W12T ...... (2.5) 

The superscipt -1 denotes the matrix inverse operation and the superscript T denotes the 

matrix transpose operation. T2, is the coordinate transformation matrix from coordinate 

system S, To S 2. W12 Is the coordinate rotation matrix from S2 to S, I. From (2.3) and 

(2.4) we obtain, after carrying out the matrix multiplications: 
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cos", "cos$ +sin$, "sinO2"sinrj cos "sin4, +sin4, "cos4, "sinn -sin$ "cosn C"cosO2 

-sin$"coso, +cos4, "sin$, "sinn sin4o, "sin +cos4ý"coso, "cosn cos "cosn -C"sinq2 Ts1 
sin$, "cosn cos4,1"cosry sinn 0 

0001 

(2.6) 

cos(O, "cos +sin$jsin*"sinq -sin*"cos$, +cos$, "sin4)1"sinn sin4o, "cosn 0 

-cos$2"sin, 1+sin'01"cosý"sinq -sin(O1"siný+cos401"cos$2"cosn co$1"cosn 0 
W'= 

-sin$"cosn cos4"cosn sinn 0 

000 1J 

(2.7) 

2.3.3 The B Matrix and Its Partial Derivative with Respect to CD, 

For gearing which meshes at constant ratio the B-matrix is defined as 

B%, (02)=B(itj j) = W12 
ý' 2' 

... (2.8) 

where T2, is the coordinate transformation matrix from coordinate system S, To S2 and 

W12 is the rotation matrix from S2 to S,. 

The B matrix is the basic matrix of the new kinematic method used in this thesis, and it 

appears throughout the calculations of conjugate analysis. This matrix and its derivative 

with respect to b (B4, ) are given by equations (2.9) and (2.10) respectively. 
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o icosn-1 -isingcos4, -icsin4, cosn 
1-icosq 0 isinnsin$, -ICcos4, cosq 1 

isincos41 -isinrlsin4, 0 ICsinrl 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 Isinrlsino, -ICcos4, cosn 
0 0 isinrgcos4p, iCsinit, cosrj B+, _ ...... (2.10) 

-Isinnsin4, -isinricos$, 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

The matrices B and B., have the following properties: 

(1) Both contain only the motional variable CD,, as mentioned before. Once the 

coordinate systems (the hobbing settings and the worm gear axis positions) are 
decided, both matrices remain unchanged regardless of which type of worm 

gearing is to be analysed. 

(2) All the elements in the fourth rows of both matrices are zero. 

(3) The top left 3x3 sub matrices in both B and B., are skew symmetric. 

These properties provide good guides for checking the B matrix for any particular set of 

coordinate systems. 

It is worth mentioning that the B-matrix method is still valid with variable transmission 

ratio [Zhang and Hu, 1989], but only constant ratio needs to be considered for the 

conjugate analysis described in this thesis. 
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2.3.4 Equation of Meshing 

The equation of meshing is used to determine contact points on the worm surface during 

the conjugate action. Only those points on the worm surfaces which satisfy this equation 

will take part in generating the worm wheel surface. As will be proved in section 2.4.2, 

the equation of meshing is 

M=N11)"B"r, . ...... (2.11) 

Since the normal vector N1O) and the position vector r(') are functions of the surface 

parameter u and 9, while B depends on i and (D,, it follows that the equation of meshing 

gives M=M (u, 0, i, 01)=0. 

2.3.5 Generated Worm Wheel Surface and its Normal 

Once the position vector of a contact point on a worm surface has be found by solving 

the equation of meshing (2.11), the corresponding point on the wheel flank can be 

obtained by coordinate transformation from the coordinate system S, (0,, x,, y,, z, ), 

rigidly fixed to the worm surface, Into the coordinate system S2 (0 2, x 2, y 29Z 2), rigidly 
fixed to the wheel surface. This is because the position vector r, (2) and normal vector N1 

of a contact point on the generated surface Z) must be the same as those of the 

corresponding point on the generating surface V). 

The position vector r2(2) and normal vector N z(2) of the worm wheel surface can thus be 

simply expressed by equations (2.12). 

I M=N, ')" B "r, ') =0 
r22)=T21"ri1ý ...... 

(2.12) 

12-w . N(l) Z 21 1 
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2.3.6 Relative (sliding), Rolling and Entrainment Velocities 

The relative (sliding) and rolling velocities are defined In this thesis as V, ('2) = VI) - %92) 

and V; '" = V1'1+ VO respectively. They are of important concern in studies of lubrication, 

wear and the heat generated in worm gear drives (Errichello, 19911. The relative (sliding) 

and rolling velocity can both be calculated from the same equation in the B matrix 

method, but with the transmission ratio I assigned different signs. As proved below in 

sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, with a positive sign assigned to I as in equation (2.13), the 

equation will determine the relative (sliding) velocity, while with a negative sign assigned 
to I as in equation (2.14), the equation will determine the rolling velocity, so that: 

i12) _ J1) 
- Vii ; =B(i)"rilý"wl ...... (2.13) 

i' i2) _ V(1) + V(2) =B(-i)-r(, 1). W (2.14) 

The entrainment velocity V; 12) is required for EHL analyses, and is the mean velocity of 

the two mating surfaces relative to the contact point. Thus 

Ve(ts) = 0.5"(V') +Vj2)) - V. = 0.5"Vr 12) - Vc 

where V. Is the velocity of the contact point in space, in other words the absolute velocity 

of the contact point along the path of contact. V. can be easily obtained numerically with 

sufficient accuracy from this definition. It needs to be noticed, however, that, for EHL 

analysis, the entrainment velocity must be calculated over the entire wheel surface 
instead of just at the contact point. Details about the entrainment velocity are not 

required for the work described in this thesis. 

2.3.7 Envelope of Contact Lines on a Worm Flank - (conjugate region on a worm flank) 

Practice has revealed that heavy wear can often be observed on both the worm and the 

hob flanks. Hobs need to be reground after a certain period of use, so it is helpful to 

predict where the wear will appear, and where the edge of the working area will be 
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located on the worm/hob flank. This requires the calculation of the envelope of all the 

contact lines on a worm/hob surface. As proved in section 2.4.4, the envelope of all the 

contact lines which satisfy equation of meshing (2.11) is given by equation (2.15). 

M, 
1=N1"B, 1"ri1ý=0 .... (2.15) 

Simultaneous solution of equations (2.11) and (2.15) determines a curved line as a locus 

of the points on the generating worm surface VI). This curved line is the envelope of all 

the contact lines on the worm flank, which is illustrated in Figure 2.2. This envelope can 
be interpreted kinematically as potentially the edge of the working area of .a generating 

surface. However, it should be noticed that the actual boundary of the working area on 

a worm flank may also be associated with the mating wheel tip diameter and rim profile. 
Further consideration of this is given in chapter 4. 

4ýý 
`" 

-4 

Goo' 

Figure 2.2 Envelope of Contact Lines on a Vorm Flank 
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2.3.8 Singularities of a Worm Wheel Surface - (avoidance of undercut) 

There are two main reasons why investigation of the singular points on the generated 
surface Er4 Is needed: 

- It helps in the avoidance of undercutting; 

- It simplifies numerical solution of the worm gearing analysis equations, since it helps 

decide the range of curvilinear parameters (u, 0) that give feasible solutions. This is fully 

described in section 2.5. 

Undercutting of worm wheel surfaces is associated with the appearance of singular 

points on them. When the singular points occur on the generated (wheel) surface E2), 

the locus of these points may be the edge of a "cut away part of the flank - that is, the 

line which connects two separate parts of the surface. The appearance of such a line 

results from the fact that part of generated wheel surface originally generated is later 

removed by the generating (worm) surface V). This can be demonstrated by the 

software, as Illustrated in Figure 2.3. This shows that contact lines first move from the 

wheel tip towards the root, then turn backwards towards the tip once they have reached 

a certain limit. This limit is the line along which the singularity occurs. 
Contact lines initially move from 

Undercut starting 
the wheel tip towards root 

lines start 
to move toward tip) 

No solution of 91 
In this region 

4 solutions of 0, can 
li glo solution b" found within the reg Ion -1P off, In the boundary of radus larger than the 

boundary 

Contact lines latermovefrom 
the wheel root towards tip 

Figure 2.3 Undercut of Worm Wheel 
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The singularity occurs, according to differential geometry, when the generated wheel 

surface normal N2=0. For practical purpose, it is better to control the range of curvilinear 

parameters (u, 9) (in other words, the size of the generating worm surfaces) to avoid 

undercut. Equation (2.16) can be used to determine the limit line on the generating worm 

surface E0) as a locus of points which generate singular points on the generated surface 

Ern. This kinematic interpretation of equation (2.16) allows it to be used to avoid the 

problem of undercutting of the generated wheel. 

Searching numerically for the values of the parameters (u, 9) of the generated wheel 

surfaces which gives N2=0 requires very complicated iterative calculations [Litvin, 1992] 

to solve. 

ax1 äx1 
B X' au äe 

ay, ay, B zl =U au äe 
äM am aM 

au ae a(D, 

where B"r, "' _ (Sr,,, Bra,, Br,,, 0). 

..... (2.16) 

Br,,, Bry, and the determinant can be obtained by library or user-defined functions. 

2.3.9 Grid of Points on A Wheel Flank 

In some applications it becomes necessary to determine the coordinates of a selected 

grid of points on the wheel surfaces. For an example, to measure wheel flanks, the 

coordinates of particular points on a wheel flank need to be given. In this case, the 

selected points on a wheel flank are the intersections of the specified measuring 

plane/cylinder with the generated wheel surface. 
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The wheel surface is defined by 

f M=N; 1)"B"rl')=0 

r22) =T 21 'l ...... (2.12) 

1v(z'=w 21"1V 
) 

Geometric conditions for obtaining a uniform grid of points may be expressed by: 

zz (2) =H 
...... (2.17) 

+2 ( 2ý)2 (Y (2))2 =R2 x2( 

The satisfaction of equations (2.12) and (2.17) determines a point on the worm wheel 

surface at radius R2 In the section distant H from the wheel mid plane. If R2 is a constant 

and H varies, the solution of equations (2.12) and (2.17) generates the wheel lead at 

radius R2. If H is a constant and R2 varies, the solution of equations (2.12) and (2.17) 

generate the wheel profile in the section at H. If H and R2 are both given a set of 

uniformly - spaced values, a regular 'rectangular' grid of points on the flank is generated. 

2.3.10 Principal Relative Normal Curvatures - Contact Geometry 

The relative normal curvature of two mating surfaces at the contact point is the difference 

between their normal curvatures taken in a common section normal to both. If the normal 

curvatures of the worm and wheel are ký') and x, 121 respectively, their relative normal 

curvature kR is defined as [Litvin, 1992] 

kR z V) - k(') 

A relative normal curvature of two mating surfaces in a specific normal section can be 

regarded as a measure of conformity between the two surfaces in that direction. This 

is illustrated in Figure 2.4. There is an infinite number of relative normal curvatures at a 

point because of the infinity of possible normal sections. The principal relative curvatures 

are the two extreme (maximum and minimum) values of the relative normal curvatures. 
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Figure 2.4 Relative Normal Curvature 

The calculation of principal relative normal curvatures is recognized as one of the most 
difficult problems In the theory of worm gearing. However, these normal curvatures are 

critical for the calculation of both the oil film thickness [Wu, 1986] [Dowson, 1968] 
[Errichello, 19911 and the Hertzian contact stresses [Pennell, 1990] [Evans and Snidle, 
1992]. It is well known that, in general, the smaller the relative normal curvature is, the 
better the contact and lubrication conditions are. Therefore, making an effort to find 

relative normal curvatures 13 well worthwhile. 

An approximation can be used to find the maximum relative normal curvatures in the 

plane perpendicular to the contact line, which can be obtained from the non conjugate 

gap contours around each contact point. However, many kinematic analyses do not go 

as far as to produce the gap contour. In this case an exact analytical model may be the 

easier means to determine the relative normal curvatures. in fact, with the power of 

modem personal computers, it is no longer a problem to determine relative normal 

curvatures accurately. 

The principal relative curvatures are in two common normal planes which are 

perpendicular to each other (Litvin, 1989]. We limit our discussion to the line contacts 
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between the conjugate worm and wheel surfaces. The minimum principal normal 

curvature In this case is obviously zero, and occurs in the plane specified by the common 

normal and the tangent to the instantaneous contact line. Therefore the maximum relative 

normal curvature must be In the plane specified by the common normal and the normal 

of the instantaneous contact line. We are interested In this curvature. 

Principal relative curvatures are determined by the geometry of the generating (worm) 

surface and the relative motion. At each point of the worm surface, there are two principal 
curvatu es, and two corresponding principal directions. Let us denote the worm surface 

principal directions by unit vectors gam') and g�1('), and the two principal curvatures by 

k,,, and k x. Unit vectors fi(') and g6,, (') are represented in terms of components of 

coordinate system S, (0 ,x1yr, z, ). The maximum relative normal curvature between 

the worm and wheel surfaces at the contact point is then given by [Ye, 1990]: 

k(1,2)= 
(m? +m2) 

...... (2.18) 
W 

where 

M, =k, min'(9m(l 
ni Vii +9n, äxr'ß('2) 

mZ kmax' (9nº'axi Vsr 
'9nI'ini Guf 

2) 

(ý1 ýi (1l 12) W =mI9minr'Vsr )+mz'(9nvsxr'Vof )*Mm. 

and 

Ils'2)=T f(')"w 

M, O, - Bo "r; ')=NN'""B, "rr') 

(12) 
=(00) 

W 
ýr Wr ýr 

It must be noticed that all the vectors in equations (2.18) are represented in terms of 

components of coordinate system S, (0 �x, yr, z t). However, scalar values, like Mm,, 

may clearly be calculated in any convenient coordinate system as shown. 
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2.3.11 The Orientation of the Contact Line 

The orientation of the contact line is another parameter required for the lubrication 

analyses. it is well accepted that a larger angle between the contact line and the sliding 
velocity normally results in better lubrication conditions. The values of m, and m2 
obtained in equations (2.18) are all we need to decide the orientation of the contact line, 

since the angle between the tangent of the contact line and the principal direction gM, nff'f 
of the worm surface is given by [Ye at at, 19901: 

S2 = tan''(-m, /m2) 
...... (2.19) 

It follows that the angle between the normal to the contact line and g,,. )') is given by: 

®= tan-'( m2lm, ) ...... (2.20) 

Because g,,,, r') is known for a given worm, the orientation of the contact line can thus be 
determined. 

2.4 Derivations of the B-Matrix Equations 

In the previous secpon, the 13-matrix equations used in the analysis of worm gearing were 
simply quoted without proof. In this section, these equations are derived from the basic 

meshing theory, which is taken as the starting point. 

2.4.1 Definition of the B-matrix 

The B-matrix is the basic matrix for the conjugate analyses and used throughout the 

calculations of B-matrix method, its definition 13 given by form (2.8): 
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B(ýý, i) = W12 
aT2' 

...... (2.8) 

Where Tr, is the coordinate transformation matrix from coordinate system S, To S2. W12 

is the coordinate rotation matrix from S2 to S,. They are given by equations (2.6) and 
(2.7). 

It should be noticed that the B-matrix depends only on motional parameters, as 
discussed before in section 2.1. 

2.4.2 Derivation of the Relative (Sliding) Velocity and the Equation of Meshing 

The relative velocity V1(1z can be regarded as the velocity of a contact point on surface 
VI) observed by an observer standing on surface E(2). The position vector of the contact 

point on FO) is represented by coordinates of S2(029)(21 y2, z2) as r2". Then the relative 

velocity represented by coordinates of S2(02, ;, y2, z 2) can be determined by formula 

(2.21). 

ý, 2 drrýý 
= 

d(T2I-rr')) 
s2 dt dt 

=dr21 r(l) +7 
drr') 

(dry')=0) 
dt dt dt 

T21 d4, 
r, (, )_ ar21 

rý,,. ý, ... (2.21) a4, dt a4p, 

Let us represent the relative velocity V2(12' by coordinates of S, (0,, x ,, y,, z, ) as formula 

(2.13) 
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V; ýý = W12.1/12 W12" 

=a-r, (')-w, 
... (2.13) 

where c4, is the speed of rotation of surface EM about its fixed axis. 

VV1t12 is used in this thesis to represent relative (sliding) velocity in order to distinguish 

it from rolling velocity VF112 . 

Since no separation or penetration of the two mating surfaces can occur, the relative 

velocity must be in the common tangent plane. This is mathematically expressed in form 

(2.22). 

f= NN')"Vjl2)=0 ... (2.22) 

Vs, 2) =B"rf )-(a, 

f= NN')"B"r")"w, =M"w, =0 (where M=NN')"B"rr') and w, *0) 

Therefore, the equation of meshing can be expressed as: 

M=Ný1ý. 641LO ... (2.11) 

2.4.3 Derivation of the Rolling Velocity 

The rolling velocity is defined in the thesis as V, ('2) = VO) +V 2). 

Vr (12) =V(, )+y2) =VII) (. VM) 

- 12) ((02) = V(2'(-02) (A worm wheel rotates about its fixed axis) 

.: 
Vr(12) = v1) 

-V') 
(-2) 

- m2 =-i" c»1(-m2 can be interpreted as the direction of wheel rotation is reversed) 
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Substitute i with -i in equation (2.13), we have the rolling velocity represented by 

coordinates of S, as formula (2.14) 

.. Vß, ('2) =B(-i) . r, (+) . w, ... (2.14) 

2.4.4 Derivation of The Envelope of Contact Lines on A Worm Surface 

The generated surface is the envelope of a family of surfaces - the moving generating 

surface, in other words the generated surface is formed by contact lines. The contact 

lines are a family of curves on the worm/hob surface. The family is specified by the 

equation of meshing (2.11) and CD, is the parameter of which any permitted value yields 

a member-curve of the family. If a curve exists that touches every member of the family, 

then this curve is known as the envelope of contact lines. According to the envelope 

theory described by Heading(1979), the envelope of contact lines on the worm flank 

which satisfy equation (2.11), can be obtained by following procedure. 

aM 8(N; 1'"8"r; 15 

-_ =o e, a$, 

Since N1'1 and r; ') are independent of io,, this yields 

2m M =NN')"6 "r, ')NI(')"Bý"ri =0 ... (2.15) 

2.4.5 Derivation of The Singularities of the Worm Wheel Surface 

According to [Litvin, 1989], a singularity will occur on the generating surface wherever 
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ax ax; ') 
(12) vx' au ae 

ay; '' ay; ') VO 2) 

y' 
-0 

au ae 
of at of MO, 
au äe am, . dt 

where f=N; 1)" N;; zý 

and 

V:, ('2)s B'r, (') "(01 
_ (Bra, "ao, , Br�"n,, 

, Brr,, -co,, 0) 

= (V XI 
(12) Vß(12) V (12), 0) ...... (2.23) 

f=M" a), (refer to section 2.4.2) 

Thus 

ax, ax, 
erx, w, 

ex, ax 
Br� au 2e au ae 

aY, 
a 

aY, 
er "w y1 1 _ 

ay, ay, 
Bry, " w, " w, =0 u e au ae 

ü)1 
3M"(i) aM 

"w "w 
am am am 

au 86 ao, 8u ae am, 

because w, * 0, this gives 

COX, 'x, 
Brx, 

au 28 

ay, ay, Bry, 
au aA 
eM c3M am 
au CO 30, 

=0...... (2.16) 
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2.4.6 Derivation of Principal Relative Normal Curvatures and the Orientation of the 

Contact Line 

The equations used in this part are developed from equations given by [Ye at al, 1990]. 

The development involves simply introducing the B-matrix method to determine the 

relative velocity and the envelope of contact lines on the worm flank into the equations. 

2.5 Solution technique and considerations 

Most of the B-matrix kinematic equations, as with other 3D kinematic models of worm 

gearing, are nonlinear. Except in special cases, nonlinear equations cannot be solved 

analytically, so that numerical solutions are required. 

The numerical methods employed in this thesis are the Golden Section (0.618 interval) 

and the Newton-Raphson methods. Details of these methods are not discussed here 

since they can be found in many text books. The discussion given by Heading (1979) 

on stationary values of functions was also found to be helpful In determining the 
boundaries of a root. The major problems Involved in using these methods are that there 

is no guarantee of convergence to the correct solution for 'practical' worm gearing, 

although, in most cases, these problems can be overcome by combining practical 
knowledge of worm gears with the numerical solution techniques. Therefore, attention 
to the physical significance of the parameters is crucial to success in finding the correct 

mots of the mathematical equations of worm gearing. 

The following discussion is not confined to a particular type of worm gearing, although 

it arose from the study of convolute (straight line generator) heiicoid worm gears. Some 

points may be obvious but can be easily forgotten when attention Is wholly focussed on 

the complicated computation procedure. Important points are: 

1) Break the 3D models into 2D projections for finding solutions when necessary. 
This leads to better convergence and to an easier way of verifying the solution, for 

example, by determining the singular point in a particular section. If the golden section 
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method is used, first determine the boundary, then "capture' the root confidently. If the 

Newton-Raphson method is used, it is essential to check the solutions against physical 

sense, particularly since circular functions of CD, and 0 are used, so that "solutions" In the 

wrong range can easily be found that are beyond the limits of "reap gears. 

2) The mapping (transformation) between position vectors of the worm flank and 

curvilinear parameters u and 9 is a single value mapping. However, since the radial 

position of a point on a worms'hob surface depends only on the parameter u and the axial 
position dominantly on the parameter 0, the boundaries of the roots for parameters u and 
0 are easily found. 

3) Viewed from the end of the worm/hob shaft, the angle (m, + 0) determines the 

angle of generator rotation. The generator must, in this view, lie within the wheel 

. This determines the boundaries of the roots of parameter 0 when 01 is known. 

4) Each individual value of 0, determines a unique contact line, although the contact 

line may sometimes split into two segments (for ZC and globoidal worm gears, for 

example). The position of the contact lines on the wheel tooth depends on the value of 

4), (they move from wheel tip to the wheel root when the worm drives the wheel). 

5) If the equations are being solved for CD,, three possible cases need to be 

considered in terms of physical sense: no solution, single solution or two solutions. This 

is illustrated in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 (pp. 23,24). In addition, it is important to remember 

that circular functions of CD, are again involved. Therefore, to input m, and solve for other 

parameters is usually an easier way. If solving for CD, is unavoidable, determining the 

singular points on the wheel surface and the envelope of contact lines on the worm/hob 

surface in advance is a good practice from the point of view of computation, since this 

effectively eliminates the chance of multiple solutions. However, subsequently verifying 

the solution against physical sense is also necessary. 

6) Summarising the above discussion, finding the surface of action is a good way 

to start the computation. This helps in defining the boundaries of the variables. The 

surface of action is the locus of contact lines and normally it has a four-sided boundary. 
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Three of the four sides are determined by the wheel tip and the wheel facewidth ends. 

Another side is determined by the worm/hob tip or the maximum worm/hob radius without 

undercutting, whichever is least. The accurate method of determining the surface of 

action is to employ equations (2.16) and (2.17). However, an easier alternative method 

may also be used. This uses only equation (2.12). If the latter is chosen, the following 

procedure can be applied: 

step 1- chose an adequate range of angle of worm rotation (D,; 
step 2- fix rotation angle b,; 

step 3- choose a value of curvilinear parameter 0; 

step 4- determine the curvilinear parameter u from the equation of meshing; 
step 5- record the position vector and the parameters (u, 9) if the. contact point 

is on/near the boundary of the surface of action. The singular points 

on the wheel conjugate surface are the points in each transverse plane 

where the minimum radius occurs. 

step 6- increase 0, in small increments until all four sides of the surface of 

action have been determined. 

step 7- take the corresponding values of the parameters (u, 9) on the boundary 

of the surface of action at each value of (D, as the boundaries of the 

parameters. 

2.6 Validation of the B-matrix models and calculation procedures 

In addition to validating each individual equation against Litvin's method, validation 

against the involute section calculation has also been carried out with good agreement. 

A ZI worm/hob generates a "thin spur gear" in a special section of the worm wheel tooth 

when the two shags are at 900 [Hu and Pennell, 1994]. This provides a method to check 

the 3D kinematic models for one special condition. We can, in this way, check the 

maximum radius of a worm/hob without undercutting, the relative curvature and 

orientation of the contact line, because the results obtained from the B-Matrix models 

include all this information. The results in the wheel involute section calculated by the 

B-matrix models agree very well with those given by Litvin's equations and the 
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involute/basic rack theory, as shown in Table 2.1. 

B-matrix Litvin method Spur gear 
Undercut radius 124.325 mm 124.325 mm 

Relative curvature -0.017691 -0.017690 -0.0176904 
Orientation of contact line 

(to transverse plane) 

89.99999° 90° 

Table 2.1 Validation of Conjugate Calculation 

The worm gear data used for above calculation is given in Appendix 2. The method for 
determining data of the equivalent spur gear from the worm gear data is given in 
Appendix 4. 

It can be concluded that the B matrix method has reached the stage of solving all the 

major problems presently involved in conjugate analysis of worm gearing. The main 
advantages of B-Matrix method over other methods is that it fully uses the power of 
modem computers and simplifies the models for general 3D gearing problems, giving less 
chance of error. 

The equation of meshing using B-matrix method was initially developed by the author's 
colleagues at the Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China. The further 
development of the method described above was carried out by the author at the 
University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE ANALYTICAL MEASUREMENT OF WORM WHEELS OF 
CYLINDRICAL WORMGEARS 

Measurement of cylindrical worms presents few problems, since such a worm is 

essentially a thread of a particular thread form. Most modem CNC gear measuring and 
industrial CMMs can measure ZI and/or ZA worms without difficulty. The development 

of a technique for measurement of globoidal worms was achieved by the author in 1988 

[Hu, 1989]. However, because of their much more complex geometry, successful 

absolute measurement of cylindrical worm wheels had not been reported when the author 

started his research. 

This chapter describes a method of measurement of the worm wheels of cylindrical worm 
drives. The method presented here is an absolute measurement in which the profile and 
lead errors are measured relative to the ideal (theoretical) tooth form. The calculated 

tooth geometry is used to control a coordinate measuring machine so that the difference 

between the theoretical and actual tooth form can be obtained directly. 

The measurement principle can be applied to any cylindrical worm gear. The 

mathematical model given here can be applied to worm gears of any convolute helicoid 

Wm, i. e. involute helicoid (ZI), straight sided axial profile (ZA) and straight sided normal 

profile (ZN). 

3.1 Worm wheel testing in industry and the need for analytical measurement 

Even on cylindrical worm gears, the geometry of the worm wheel is complicated. This 

has led to the widespread practice of only inspecting the worm wheel indirectly by 
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means of a composite meshing test with a master worm - the blue marking test. The 

normal procedure for carrying out a blue marking test is: 

(1) Set the hobbing machine with calculated data, and hob a wheel preliminarily; 

(2) Set the wheel in mesh with a standard worm in a meshing frame, with the worm 
coated with a thin layer of soft blue dye, to get a contact pattern on the wheel 
tooth flanks. The soft blue dye is commonly painted onto the worm flank with a 
brush; 

(3) Check the contact pattern and backlash. If the test results are not satisfactory 
then adjust the machine settings and hob the wheel again. The direction and 
amount of the adjustment are frequently estimated by the hobbing machine 
operator, based on his experience. 

(4) Repeat above procedures (2) and (3) until the required contact pattern and 
backlash are achieved. 

To optimize the worm wheel geometry effectively, it is important that adjustments to the 

hobbing settings are relative to the initial settings, since both these and the hob accuracy 

may remain uncertain. 

Typical contact patterns are given in Figure 3.1 [ANSI/AGMA 6022-C93,1993]. Usually 

the marking is just checked visually, but a permanent record can be taken by transferring 

the marking onto a strip of 'Sellotape' to which the blue dye adheres. 

The advantages of the blue marking test are that it is easy, rapid and requires no precise 

data for hobbing settings to start with. However, the contact pattern is a functional 

inspection result, which Is not good for identifying individual errors, and subsequently, 

distinguishing individual error sources. It is thus quite difficult to interpret the results 

quantitatively in terms of changes required to tooling, gear mounting or machine settings. 
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Figure 3.1 Typical Contact Patterns 

Some modem CNC gear measuring machines can measure worm wheel profile and lead 

errors individually with respect to the tooth form of a master worm wheel, but these are 

only relative measurements, in which the relation of the actual tooth geometry to that 

ideally intended is never lawwn. The results from these comparative measurements are, 

thus, of limited value in practice, since effective quality control calls for an inspection 

procedure of verifiable accuracy. They merely serve to demonstrate the repeatability of 

the production process. 

Analytically measuring the individual errors becomes essential when high precision worm 

wheels must be made or 'real' worm gear performance predicted. Analytical 

measurements give the following advantages: 

- Accuracy is verifiable, since traceable calibration is possible, 
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- Errors due to the master worm wheal are excluded, 

- It is easier to determine the source of individual errors, 

- Entry/exit gaps, profile barrelling, etc., can all be quantified straight away, and 

much more accurately than with the blue marking test. 

- The results obtained are of direct significance for worm gear performance, 

- Measured data for 'real' wheel flank forms, before and after running, can be 

directly transferred for contact stress, tooth deflection, lubrication or transmission 

error analysis, 

Optimum geometry can be more easily achieved since the confusion caused by 

unknown manufacturing errors has vanished, 

Investigation of worm gear drive problems is greatly facilitated. 

3.2 Measurement principle 

Difficulties involved in analytically measuring individual errors are mainly caused by the 

complexity of worm wheel flank geometry. It was impossible to carry out a fully analytical 

measurement for a worm wheel tooth flank until the advent of CNC measuring machines. 

The measuring probe of a coordinate measuring machine can be commanded to trace 

any prescribed spatial curve or scan any prescribed spatial surface, and it was this 

capability which opened up the possibility of analytically measuring worm wheel flanks. 

Once the theoretical geometry of a worm wheel tooth flank has been determined, it is 

possible to measure its profile errors in any transverse plane and its lead errors on any 

cylinder with a suitably-programmed coordinate measuring machine. However, to simplify 

the measurement for practical use as a routine quality control technique, lead errors are 

measured on the reference cylinder and profile errors at any selected transverse section 
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as in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. This inspection procedure is very similar to that normally used 
for involute spur and helical gears, in which profile and lead errors are measured 
automatically on both flanks of three or four teeth equally-spaced round the gear. The 

associated measurement of pitch errors and tooth thickness presents no new problems 

on a worm wheel. In addition, the combination of lead errors on the reference cylinder 

and profile errors on several transverse sections can be used to give topological 

measurement results for the whole worm wheel tooth flank. 

j ýý 

/ 

Iýý 

I -, 

PITCH POD ITS 
PLANE 

INTERSECTION BETWEEN PITCH PUNTS 
PLANE AND WORM THREAD 

Figure 3.2 Pitch Points Plans 

The wheel measurement procedure presented here defines the errors relative to the 

mating worm. In other words, the deviations to be measured are from a wheel tooth flank 

which has perfect conjugate action with the worm. To increase the overall measurement 

speed, the proposed method of measurement is based on a kinematic model of a 

conjugate worm and wheel with axes at 90°, since this is the usual meshing arrangement 

(Hu and Pennell, 1994J. 

wheel reference cylinder 
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The theoretical worm wheel is thus here generated by the mating worm. The theoretical 

worm wheel tooth profile in each transverse section is generated by the corresponding 
offset worm axial section just as a gear tooth profile is generated by a rack [Buckingham, 
1949]. To explain the lead measurement principle, the concept of a "pitch points plane" 
is introduced. 

The pitch points plane is the plane tangent to the worm wheel reference cylinder and 
parallel to the worm axis (Figure 3.2). The intersection between the worm helicoid and 
the pitch points plane is a 2D curve. Rolling the 2D curve around the worm wheel 
reference cylinder will give the lead trace on the theoretical worm wheel reference 
cylinder. This is because the rotary motion of the theoretical worm wheel can be 

nominally regarded as a pure roll of the reference cylinder on the pitch points plane. 

The effect of the finite radius of a spherical probe must be also considered. The 
'theoreticar normal to the wheel tooth surface is used to position the probe centre so that 

a probe would contact a perfect wheel tooth surface at the 'correct' point. On tooth flanks 

with deviations from the theoretical form, this choice of contact point results in slightly 
different deviations being measured with probes of differing size, which contact the flank 

at slightly different positions. In practice, however, these differences are very small and, 
just as in the measurement of involute spur and helical gears, they can be ignored, since 
the errors introduced are negligible compared with the measured deviations from the 
theoretical form which cause them. 

3.3 Kinematic equations 

Kinematic equations for the measurement have been derived which allow analytical 

solutions. This facilitates practical implementation of the technique (see section 3.5). 

For ease of representation, the coordinate system S2 (Oz, xl, y2,2i) has been redrawn 

on a coordinate gear measuring machine as in Figure 3.6 (b) to which the following 

equations (3.1) to (3.6) refer. 
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3.3.1 Worm wheel profiles in transverse sections 

The profile to be measured is in a user selected section at a distance D from the worm 
wheel mid plane shown in Figure 3.3. The profile and corresponding normal to the wheel 

tooth flank can be determined from equations (3.2) and (3.3). See [Hu, 1992] for details: 

Figure 3.3 Profile to be measured 
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3.3.2 The worm wheel lead trace on the reference cylinder 

The worm wheel lead trace to be measured is on its reference cylinder. The measuring 

range is from +V to -V, as shown in Figure 3.4. V is chosen as a half of the effective face 

width defined in BS 721 (or the actual half face width of the worm wheel, whichever is 

least). The lead on the reference cylinder and corresponding normal to the wheel flank 

can be calculated from equations (3.5) and (3.6): 

Z2 

WHEEL MID 
SECTION Y2 

02 

+V X2 

100, 
-V 

LEAD TO BE 
MEASURED 

Figure 3.4 Lead to be measured 
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3.3.3 Spatial trajectory of the measuring probe 

Equations (3.1) to (3.6) describe the curves on the wheel tooth surface that are to be 

measured. These curves are target contact traces of the measuring probe. Most 

coordinate measuring machines use a spherical probe and control the position of the 

probe centre. Due to its finite radius p the centre of a spherical probe is not at its target 

contact point on the wheel surface. To ensure that contact with the worm wheel flanks 
does occur at the target contact point, the centre of the spherical probe should be 

positioned at a distance p from the target contact point in direction of the normal to the 

surface. This is illustrated by Figure 3.5. 

stylus 

target contact trace 

Figure 3.5 Correction for finite probe radius 

When contact occurs at point P(2), as required, the probe centre will be at point P(") 

(Figure 3.5), whose position vector is 

r(z 2_x, 
22) + a. (. 1) ... (3.7) 
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where 

'dr(s) 

N(2) 
±p" 2 

N22) 
N" 

IN22'I 

N(2) 

N22'I 
0 

(3.8) 

where t'N is directed towards into the wheel surface from space and IN(J is its 
magnitude. Since the arrangement of coordinates may vary from one CNC measuring 
machine to another, the signs in equation (3.8) must be chosen to suit the particular 
machine. 

3.4 Practical Considerations 

3.4.1 Choice of measurement with respect to the mating worm 

It would be better if a worm wheel could be analytically measured with respect to both 
the mating worm and the hob. This would be easier in some respects since the general 
mathematical models presented in Chapter 2 could be used straight away. However, the 
following facts led to the decision to measure the worm wheel only relative to the mating 
worm at this time: 

1) Precise machine settings are seldom available for the hobbing process, although 
the actual wheel flank profile generated is very sensitive to both the hob accuracy 
and the machine settings (refer to Chapter 5). Precise worm data is nevertheless 
always available. Getting reliable data for hobbing settings has also proved to 
be also very difficult in practice. 
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2) The CNC measuring machine used for this project is equipped with a slow 

computer (HP 9000/300). Therefore, the solution of the measurement equations 
needs to avoid iterative procedures. The solution is much slower if the hob 

parameters and hobbing settings are used to calculate a wheel tooth flank. 

3) The effect of changing the hobbing settings and hob profile errors can be 

simulated by separate worm gearing analysis software to assist in rectifying 

a particular hobbing process. This can quickly indicate changes needed in the 

hobbing process, although this trial and error procedure is not the ideal way to 

cut accurate worm wheels. 

4) Measurement relative to the mating worm is often more useful, since it can be 

taken before and after running, and the measurement results can still be used 
to investigate worm gear performance or transferred directly to analysis software. 
The curvature of the lead and profile traces is also a direct indication of the 

working gap profile (entry and exit gaps) between the worm and wheel. 

3.4.2 Choice of the coordinate measuring machine 

The arrangement of slide-ways may vary significantly from one coordinate measuring 

machine to another. The equations in this chapter are derived for a Gleason GMS 430 

CNC gear measuring machine which has 3 linear axes and I rotary axis, as illustrated 

in Figure 3.6 (a) and (b). Described by the equations above in section 3.3, four separate 

motions of the machine are thus required to position the probe. However, it is possible 

to apply the equations to a different type of coordinate measuring machine without major 

changes. 

3.4.3 Selection of Axial Datum 

When measuring spur and helical gears, precise setting of the axial datum position is not 

critical, and because of the existence of the 'very thin spur gear' section, measurement 

of profile errors on convolute worm wheels is also relatively insensitive to the axial datum 

[Hu and Pennell, 1994], as shown in Figure 3.7 (a). 
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Figure 3.6 The Gleason GMS 430 Coordinate Gear Measuring Machine 
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When measuring worm wheel lead errors, however, the situation is quite different, since 
a datum error of 50 pm can easily give rise to, as a rough guide, measuring errors of 20 

pm, even on single start worms [Hu and Pennell, 1994]. Accurate setting of the datum 
for lead measurement is thus essential. 

If the axial datum face on the worm wheel is probed before measuring the lead errors, the 

mid-plane of the teeth can be located using the offset given on the wheel drawing. If the 

actual offset is incorrect, however, large lead errors will be measured on a wheel whose 
tooth form is otherwise 'perfect'. Figure. 3.7(b), for example, shows lead traces on a 
wheel measured relative to three different datums separated by only 50 pm. 
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Figure 3.7 Profile and lead deviations measured relative to theoretical geometry at 

different axial datums. (a) Profile (b) Lead. 

(1) Measured at nominal axial datum, 

(2) Measured at 50 µm above the nominal datum, 

(3) Measured at 50 µm below the nominal axial datum. 
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Rather than rejecting a wheel with an incorrect datum offset, it is possible to use the 
theory to determine the correct datum offset for the gear being measured. This can be 
done by adjusting the offset to minimize the lead errors. Use of this actual datum face 

offset in place of its nominal value greatly reduces (and may eliminate altogether) the 

amount of axial adjustment required during assembly. This is particularly helpful for 
hardened worm wheels since hardened tooth surfaces can not be bedded-in and the 

running contact will stay as its Initial contact. 

3.4.4 Range of Measurement 

To avoid possible collisions with the tooth fillet surfaces, the range of measurement must 
be limited. If the lead measurement range is chosen as the effective face width bff of the 

worm wheel (or the actual face width b2, whichever is least), contact between the probe 
and the mot section of the worm wheel cannot occur, since b, is exactly the width of the 
intersection between the pitch points plane and the worm tip cylinder. 

The profile measurement range is determined by the full worm tooth depth at the user- 
selected transverse section. The worm tip generates the nominal start of active profile 
of the wheel. The wheel tip should never reach the worm root due to the clearance. 
However, on the GMS 430, the measurement process will automatically stop at the wheel 
tip because the probe reading goes out of range. 

The software also checks the radius of the probe against the clearance (defined by BS 
721) and assures no collision will occur during measurement procedure. 

3.4.5 Measuring Probe Limits 

The probe used (Tess GT-31, bi-directional, single axis probe) only measures in one 
direction, as shown in Figure 3.6(c), and so indicates deviations in the wheel transverse 

section. It must be corrected for each individual point on the wheel flank when normal 
deviations are required since the direction of the normal to the wheel flank varies 
throughout the wheel tooth flank. This is quite different from measuring an involute spur 

or helical gear for which the normal direction is constant and always in the base tangent 
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plane. 

A further difficulty arises when measuring wheel lead errors on the GMS 430 because of 
the limited probe measuring range of ± 102 µm. This range is normally adequate for 

measuring spur and helical gears. However, it is too small for measuring lead deviations 

on worm wheels because of the relatively large entry/exit gaps. The problem has been 

overcome by rotating the wheel to give a probe reading of 'zero' at each contact point 

and taking the angle encoder reading on the rotary axis. The deviation is then calculated 
from the difference between the theoretical and actual encoder readings. Any actual 

probe reading deviation from the nominal 'zero' Is corrected. 

5 gm 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.8 Filtering the ripples caused by the measuring system 
(a) Before filtering. (b) After filtering 
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3.4.6 Ripples on measurement results of heavy wheels 

High frequency ripples with a magnitude up to ±2 µm were noted in measured traces on 

heavy wheels ( see Figure 3.8 (a) ). These ripples look like form errors or surface texture 

but, in fact, they are mainly caused by the measuring system. One of the differences 

between the measurement procedure for worm wheels and that for spur and helical 

gears, is that the rate of worm wheel rotation and axial motions of the probe must, in this 

case, be non-uniform and discontinuous. Errors caused possibly by inertia or friction of 

the moving parts may thus be quite large. After investigating this phenomenon, it was 

concluded that this was caused by torsional wind-up of the machine spindle due to static 

friction while 'nulling' the probe reading. A null-band range of t2pm was applied to the 

probe, the residual probe reading being accounted for as part of the measurement 

process. These measuring errors are of significant concern when using the measured 

flank to analyse worm gear performance. A peak of form error could result, during 

software analysis, in an enormous and spurious theoretical contact stress. These high 

frequency ripples should not be counted as wheel flank errors in any way, since a bronze 

wheel flank surface will soon be polished during bedding-in. This problem has been 

solved by use of a digital filter. This filter will not affect the validity of the measured 

result. 

Figure 3.8 shows the results before and after filtering. 

3.4.7 Symmetry of the two flanks 

It is beneficial to be aware that the geometry of the two flanks is symmetric about the 

wheel middle face plane. Once the geometry of one flank is known, that of the other can 

be obtained by simply "reversing" the wheel tooth in the software. 

3.5 Validation of measurement results 

Since analytical measurement of worm wheels has been achieved for the first time, no 

comparison with any previous publications or documents is possible. Very careful 
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validation of this measuring procedure has therefore been carried out over five years 

using four different methods. 

The following sections will represent the validation methods and results. The idea of 
these methods is based on the fact that measurement results of a wheel flank should 

agree with each other no matter how the wheel is measured. However, it needs to be 

realized that the measurement results can agree with each other only to a certain extent 
because of the accuracy limits of the measuring machines. For the Gleason GMS 430 

used, the measuring uncertainty U. 5(determined by calibration tests) is known to be ± 

1.8 µm over 100 mm face width for lead (f,., ) and ± 1.5 µm for profile (f, J measurements 

on spur/helical master gears and artifacts. 

3.5.1 Method 1: Change of measuring probe 

As discussed above, the coordinate measuring machine positions the probe centre to 

ensure contact at the correct point on a wheel tooth flank. The wheel tooth flank and 

measurement result should thus be independent of the measuring probe used. If the 

calculated geometry is incorrect, the actual contact points on a wheel flank will be wrong 

and measurement results will vary with the probe radius and shape. Figure 3.9 shows 

results from a wheel tooth flank measured by using a disc probe and two spherical 

probes of different radius. The differences between these measurement traces are all 

within the machine's measuring uncertainty. 

3.5.2 Method 2: Measurement of the involute section of a ZI worm wheel 

There is an involute section on a ZI worm wheel flank. This section can easily be 

measured as a 'very thin involute gear, even on conventional mechanical involute 

measuring machines (or on CNC machines without special 'worm wheel' software) [Hu 

and Pennell, 1994]. Results for the profile in this special section, measured respectively 
by the worm wheel measuring software and the involute gear measuring software, are 

compared in Figure 3.10. Although the measuring principles and procedures of the two 

packages of software are completely different, the results are identical. 
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Figure 3.9 Profile and lead deviation measured with different probes 
(a) Profile. (b) Lead. 
(1) Measured with a 0.809 mm disc stylus, 
(2) Measured with a 1.0 mm spherical stylus, 
(3) Measured with a 2.0 mm spherical stylus, 

Probe 0.809 mm disc 1.0 mm sphere 2.0 mm sphere 

fHa 1.3 µm -1.3 µm -2.3 µm 

f-In -27.7 µm -27.8 gm -28.6 µm 
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Figure 3.10 Profile deviation in the involute section 
(a) Measured with the worm wheel measurement software 
(b) Measured with the involute gear measurement software 

Note: The involute gear measurement software plots the profile trace against length 
of roll. However, the worm wheel measurement software plots the profile trace 
against the radius. This causes the difference in the length of the two traces. 

3.5.3 Method 3: Comparison of measurement results with blue marking patterns 

Measured lead and profile traces should correspond to the blue marking patterns 
obtained from industrial blue marking tests. The comparison presented here was 
obtained by Stirzaker (1994) and the blue marking test was carried out by Highfield 
Gears Ltd. Huddersfield. Figure 3.11 shows that blue patterns appeared where the lead 

and profile traces showed plus metal (indicating the minimum contact gap). 
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Figure 3.11 Comparison between measurement traces and blue pattern 

3.5.4 Method 4: Comparison between wheel and fly tool measurement 

Measurement traces on a worm wheel cut on an accurate hobbing machine should reflect 
the profile of its fly tool. The comparison shown In Figure 3.12 was carried out by Fish 

(1995) at the University of Huddersfield using a fly tool measured by Holroyd Machine 

Tool, Rotors & Precision Gears. The worm wheel was measured at Newcastle University 

by the author. 
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Figure 3.12 Comparison between wheel profile and fly tool profile 
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CHAPTER 4 

NON-CONJUGATE ANALYSIS: WORM AND WHEEL MESH 

The worm wheel hob is usually a few percent oversize relative to the worm. As a result of 

this oversize, some parameters of a worm wheel hob are different from those of the worm 

and the relative position settings for the hobbing process are also different from those of the 

worm gear unit. These differences are called mismatches in this thesis. 

Two gears are said to have a conjugate action if they transform motion with a prescribed 

relationship between CD, and 02, so that CD2 = f((D, ) [Litvin, 1994]. (Usually I= constant and 

o2 = C, "i, but conjugate gearing with a variable transmission ratio can also be designed, for 

instance, unequal pitch worm gears [Zhang and Hu, 1989]). If there are no mismatches, a 

pair of worm gears will have conjugate action under no load. However, real worm gears 

normally have non-conjugate action under no load because of the mismatches. The 

conjugate analysis, described in Chapter 2, based on a given hob/worm tooth flank and 

relative motion, generates the corresponding wheel tooth flank and determines the geometric 

relationship between the generating and generated surfaces. In the non-conjugate analysis, 

described in this chapter, it is assumed that the profiles of both worm and wheel tooth flanks 

are known. The purpose of non-conjugate analysis is to calculate the transmitted motion and 

determine the geometric relationships between the driving and driven surfaces during this 

motion. 

The fundamental idea of the non-conjugate analysis in this thesis is to bring the wheel 

tooth surface into contact with the worm flank at each successive angle of worm rotation. 

The transmission error and the gaps round the contact point can then be determined. 

Although this thesis Is mainly concerned with cylindrical ZI worms, the methods 

developed herein can be applied for both cylindrical and globoidal worm gearing since 

the angle CD, of worm rotation ( instead of the notional worm thread axial translation used 
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by Colboume (1989)) is used to determine the contact points. In addition, the effects 
of worm and wheel tooth form and manufacturing errors can be allowed for (as discussed 
in chapter 5). 

The main objective of this chapter is thus to predict the worm gear performance under 
no-load conditions, and to facilitate the interpretation of the results of the worm gear tooth 
form errors measured as described in chapter 3. 

Top 

Exit side 

Wo rotation 

Studied flank 

Entry side 

Right hand worm wheel 

Figure 4.1 Studied flank of the worm wheel 

The problems to be solved in this chapter are to: 

(1) Generate a general model for defining the geometry of the worm/hob helicoids, 

(2) Determine the instantaneous contact points and transmission error for a given 

worm rotation angle CD,, 

(3) Determine the instantaneous contact gap contour at a given value of (D, and 

predict the overall contact marking pattern, 

(4) Calculate the entry and exit gaps, 
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(5) Predict the total contact area at any instant ( for comparing the load capacity of 
different designs), 

(6) Predict the wear marking on the worm flanks, 

The coordinate systems used in this chapter are the same as those in chapter 2 (Figure 

2.1). Right hand worm gears are studied with the worm driving the worm wheel. The 

worm wheel flank studied is shown in Figure 4.1. The analysis of left hand worms and 

of those rotating in the opposite sense requires only minimal changes in the 

presentation of final results. 
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Figure 4.2 Coordinate systems for generation of worm helicoid 
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4.1 General Model of a Cylindrical Worm Thread 

A worm flank is a helicoid surface generated by screw motion of a curve. Without loss 

of generality, a planar curve s can be used to generate a worm surface, as shown in 
Figure 4.2. The coordinate system S,,,, (Ow, ), v, yw, 4) is rigidly connected to the planar 
curve s. The planar curve $ can be represented in terms of components of coordinate 
system Sw (O, 

w, x. _, yw, z«) in form (4.1) 

s=ýrb. Yr,,, zW, 1}T ...... (4.1) 

Where rb (= 04,,, Pa in Figure 4.2 (a)) is a constant for cylindrical worms. Equation (4.1) 

gives the worm axial profile when rb= 0. 

The planar curve s has a screw motion, with lead pZ, along axis, z . Its linear 

displacement L, during the screw motion is proportional to its angular displacement A, 

so that 

L. = K"0 ...... (4.2) 

where K=pz/(21t). 

The screw motion of the planar curve s forms a helicoid surface represented in terms 

of components of coordinate system S1(O1, x,, y,, z) of Figure 4.2 (b). The coordinate 

systems S (O,, )w, yM,, zM, ) and S1(O1, x,, y, z, ) are coincident at the starts of the screw 

motion (when 0= 0). 

The coordinate transformation matrix from Sw (O w, x, yw, z w) to S, (0 ,, x,, y, ,z), as 

shown in Figure 4.2 (b), is given by 

cos9 -sine 00 

r sine cose 00 (4.3) T1'ß__ 001K8 

0001 
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The coordinates of points on the generated helicoid surface represented In system 
S1(O1, x,, y,, z, ) can then be obtained from 

r, l)=Tlr,, "3 ...... (4.4) 

from which it follows that 

r(') - ri - 

rti cosh -y w"sine 
rti sin8+yw cos9 

K" O+zw 

I 

...... (4.5) 

Equation (4.5) is valid for any helicoid. It represents a convolute helicoid (ZA, ZN and 
ZI) if the planar curve s Is a straight line [Buckingham, 1949] or a concave helicoid if the 

planar curve s is a circular arc (a concave helicoid has a circular arc axial profile) [Winter 

and Wilkesmann, 1981]. The planar curve s is generally a function of 0 on a globoidal 

worm. 

When the planar curve 9 Is a straight generating line, equations (4.1) and (4.5) reduce 

to 

s= (rb, -u"cosA, -u"sin), 1)T ...... (4.6) 

rti cos9+u"cosA"sin9 

r(1) - 
re sin6-u"cosA"cos6 

K. 8-u"sin) 

I 

...... (4.7) 

where ) is the angle of generation (the angle between the straight line generator and 

transverse planes perpendicular to the helicoid's axis). rb is the radius of the base 
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cylinder of the heiicoid and u and 0 are curvilinear parameters. ( Figure 4.2 (c)). 

Equation (4.7) represents: 

1) aZAheiicoid ifrb=0; 

2) a ZN helicoid if X Is replaced by -X; 

3) a ZI helicoid if X= Yb =tan "( pZ / (2 t rb)), where Yb is the worm base lead angle. 

The angle of generation of a ZI worm helicoid is thus equal to its base lead angle. 

The normal vector to a convolute worm flank can be obtained from equations (2.2) and 
(4.7). This gives 

-K"cosA"cos9+rti sinA"cos9+u"cosA"sinA"sinO 

N(1) 
arg') a (1) rti sinx. sin6-u"cosA"sinAa cose-K"cosksine 48 Naxz () 
au 26 u"cos2A 

0 

N11 is directed outwards from the worm surface. 

4.2 Hob design and Hobbing settings 

A hob is usually designed with oversize to allow for resharpening and thus give longer 

life. Consequently, the hobbing centre distance usually differs from the centre distance 

of the worm gear unit, and the hob axis is set with a swing angle relative to the worm 

axis. More importantly, the hob oversize should be understood as a means of 

introducing modifications to improve the performance of the worm gear drive. The 
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oversize introduces deliberate mismatch to minimize the effects of deflection under load, 
small errors in the axial position of the worm wheel, and other mounting tolerances. It 

also establishes a gap profile between the worm and wheel teeth for easier entry of 
lubricant into the mesh [AGMA 6022 - C93] [Janninck, 1987]. 

Janninck (1987) introduced three methods of hob design. Those methods are the axial 

pitch design method, the normal pitch design method and the extra thread method. 
Colboume(1989) proposed a new concept of hob design defined by him as the base 

pitch design method. 

More details of these methods of hob design are given by references [Janninck, 1987] 

and [Colboume, 1989]. The details of the normal pitch method for hob design are also 

given in Appendix 3, since this method has practically become an industry standard 
[Janninck, 1987]. 

4.3 Contact points and transmission error of single tooth pair 

To carry out a non-conjugate analysis with the method proposed in this thesis, the 

coordinates of a grid of points on wheel tooth flank and the normal to the wheel flank at 

each of these points should have already been calculated. A regular grid of points on 

a wheel tooth flank may be obtained by: 

i) Conjugate analysis of the generation process as described in chapter 2; 

ii) Analytical measurement of the wheel flanks as described in chapter 3; 

Ill) Any other independent method ( for example, the tooth flank of an involute 

helical gear can be analysed). 

Before bedding-in, the no-load contact between worm and wheel flanks is nominally a 

point contact. In this thesis, the following procedure is used to find this instantaneous 

contact point: 
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1) fix the angle of worm rotation (D,, as expressed by equation (4.9). 

2) place the wheel at an arbitrary angular position CDz (eg, at its previous position), 

as expressed by equation (4.10). 

3) rotate the worm wheel until its tooth flank is in contact with the worm tooth 

flank, as expressed by equations (4.11) to (4.14). 

When the wheel tooth flank is generated, the coordinates of the grid points on it are 

represented in terms of components of system S 2(021 X29 Y21 z2). For the sake of 

convenience, we now transform the position vectors of the worm and wheel tooth flanks 

into stationary coordinate system S p(O p, x p, y p, z p). The fixed angle of worm rotation 
is denoted by c,, and the initial (arbitrary) angle of wheel rotation by CD 2. The worm and 

wheel tooth flanks are then represented in terms of components of coordinates Sp (0 p, 
xp, yp. z, )by: 

Xp (u, e4, ) 

_Tpl($, ), r, (') ....... (4.9) 

I 

Xp )(4eZ) 

(Z) 1 

r 
yi ()= 

: O2($2) "r....... (4.10) 
zp 

)( i) 

1 

For a fixed angle m, of worm rotation, the worm surface is fully defined in coordinate 
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system S p(O p, x p, y p, z p) by the two curvilinear parameters ( u, 0 ). In other words 

coordinates (xpý'ý, yp"), z p(')) are single valued functions of the curvilinear parameters u 

and 0, which are unknowns, since the objective at this moment is to find the contact 

point on the worm flank corresponding to the (known) grid point on the wheel flank. The 

actual angle of wheel rotation (denoted by 02) corresponding to 4), is the third unknown 

besides u and 0. The arbitrary angle 0 2' of wheel rotation can be used instead of the 

actual value 4) 2 at the moment. The two unknowns u and 0 can be found by solving the 

two equations (4.11) and (4.12), since the locus of each grid point on the wheel tooth 

flank is a circle of radius of R2, in the wheel transverse section at z9a'. 

Zp )=Z(1 )(u, e) ý4. 

= (Xp')2+(y 
T)2° (xpl)(u, e))2t(y, 1)(u, e))2 ....... (4.12) 

Equations (4.11) and (4.12) can be interpreted as defining the point on the worm flank 

at which the circular path traced by the grid point j intersects the worm flank. 

Y2 
yp 

taII i(y(x ýX 

Ib2 tan i(4p Y=p 

locus of 

xrl 
X2 point j xP' 

ýsý ý$ý ý_ 
oint j on wheel flank, initially at (4 , yy ,4) 

ýcp 

intersection at (xp') yp , Zpl between the locus of point j 

and the worm flank 
2 

r 

Intersection between the worm flank and the locus of a point on the wheel flank 

Figure 4.3 

We define the differential rotation required to bring a grid point on the wheel tooth flank 

onto the worm flank as the angular distance Abp (Figure 4.3). Once the intersecting point 

(xpý'ý y p(l), z ö')) on the worm flank has been found, Abp can be obtained from 

Agog = tan-' (yp(l) / x(')) - ten "( yp(2)1 )p 2) 
...... 

(4.13) 
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The differential rotation angle O, varies from one grid point to another. The minimum 
differential rotation angle among all the points is the wheel rotation needed to bring the 

wheel tooth flank into contact with the worm flank, so that the actual wheel angular 

position is: 

4)2 = 02'+ min {A4 (j)} j =1,2,3, ... N""" (4.14) 

where j denotes the j'th grid point on the wheel flank and N denotes the total number of 

grid points on the wheel flank. 

The next step is to rotate the worm to another angle c, and find the next D2 by repeating 
the above procedures. The worm is rotated with a constant increment e(D, until the 

wheel tooth goes out of mesh. For convenience of later calculations, it is best if 0(D, is 

chosen an integer factor of the angle equivalent to the worm axial pitch. This requires 

e(D, =2"nl(Z, "N,, ) """ (4.15) 

where Nom,, is the number of steps of worm rotation per axial pitch. 

in this way, a series of corresponding values of 0, and CD2 can be calculated. The first 

CD, and the first CD2 can be regarded as the datum values and denoted as (D, (O) and (D2(0) 

respectively. Each individual angle of worm rotation (D , (n) has a corresponding angle 

of wheel rotation cD2(n). The transmission error is defined as the deviation In the angular 

position of the wheel (for any given angular position of the worm), relative to the angular 

position that it would occupy if the worm and wheel were conjugate, geometrically 

perfect and undeformed. From this definition, the transmission error at the n'th step of 

worm rotation can be obtained from 

fI[n) = $2(n)-$ (O)-[$, (n)-gb, (a))"/ ..... (4.16) 

where i is the transmission ratio, and f, [n] is the single tooth transmission error at the 
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n'th step of worm rotation. 

The method proposed above can obviously be applied for line contacts, but more than 
one contact point will be found at each instant. 

Because of the finite spacing of the grid points on the worm wheel flank, equation (4.14) 

normally only gives an approximation to CD2, since the actual contact point will not, in 

general, occur precisely at a grid point (If it does, (4.14) gives 02 exactly ). Numerical 

tests have shown, however, that, for the fine grid spacing normally used, the errors 
involved in using (4.14) are negligible. However, if higher accuracy is required (eg. when 

a coarse grid is used) polynomial or cubic spline interpolation of the values of o(D, (j) near 

min { &D, (j) } Is clearly possible to obtain a better estimate of 0 z. Standard library 

procedures could be used for this purpose. 

4.4 Axial and normal gap of a single tooth pair 

The analysis presented below gives the "no-load gap" at each grid point on the wheel 
flank at an input worm angle cD, (n). The axial gap is defined along the direction parallel 
to the worm axis. The wheel flank is assumed to be in contact with the worm flank at 
one point with D, (n) and cD2(n) already obtained. Obviously the gap at the contact point 
is zero. 

For ease of presentation, let us transform the coordinates of the worm and wheel flanks 

into the stationary coordinate system S' (x ,, y,, z f). The calculation procedure is given 
by equations (4.17) to (4.21). For each grid point at r2(2) on the wheel tooth flank, 

equations (4.19) and (4.20) determine the corresponding axially displaced point r, ('" on 
the worm tooth flank. It must be noticed that this point on the worm tooth flank is 

nominally different from the one obtained by equations (4.11) and (4.12), although this 

difference may possibly be negligible in some cases. 
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....... (4.17) 

....... (4.18) 

....... (4.19) 

....... (4.20) 

....... (4.21) 

where b, is the single tooth axial gap. 

The normal gap ö, is defined along the normal to the wheel surface and can be obtained 

by the following procedure: 

1) Transform the coordinates of each grid point on the wheel surface and rotate the 

corresponding normal to the wheel flank into coordinate system Sf (x r, y f, z r); 

2) Define a straight line along the normal to the wheel flank at a point (x ;ºYf 2p 

Z fý; 

3) Transform the coordinates of the worm flank into coordinate system S, (x ,, y 

Z 1); 
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4) Determine the intersection between the straight line and the worm flank. The 

Intersecting point on the worm flank is presented in the form (x, "), y, 0), z, 1); 

5) Determine the magnitude of normal gap which is the distance measured from the 

Point (x '), yr'), z r') on the worm flank to the point (x'(2), y (2), z (2) on the wheel 
flank; 

Equations (4.22) to (4.24) determine the coordinates of the intersecting point between 

the normal to the wheel surface and to the worm flank t is a parameter for computation, 

and will be the size of the normal gap If Nf(2) is a unit normal. 

xi1 ß(u, 9)=xi2ý + ("N,, (iý 
...... (4.22) 

yi''tu, e>=yi2' + t"Ny", ' ...... (4.23) 

zf1)(u, A)=z, + t"Ni) ...... (4.24) 

ön= (x. -x('))2+(y; 2'-y; '')2+(Zf2)-Zt1))2 ...... (4.25) 

where ö. Is the single tooth normal gap. Equations (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24) must be 

solved numerically for t, u, and 0 so that the coordinates of the intersecting point can be 

found. The normal gap magnitude can then be obtained by equation (4.25). 

In the neighbourhood of the contact point, the two mating surfaces are almost parallel, 

so that the normal to the wheel flank is similar to that to the worm flank (NO - -N(2) in this 

region. As a result of this, having found the axial gap from equation (4.21) the normal 

gap also follows easily from 

an , ba, " n; I>l 
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where 

88=[0,0, b., 1J 

and of") is the unit normal obtained from 

n, (') = Nr(') II Nr") I 

(Note that, 'normal' in this case means 'normal to the worm flank'. ) 

If a ZI worm is used, the normal gap can be found more easily from 

an =Ö. "cos(A., ) 

since the angle between the axis of a ZI worm and the normal to the worm flank is 

constant and equal to the base lead angle [Hu and Pennell, 19941. 

If the worm base lead angle is, say, less than 25°, the axial gap can thus be used as an 

approximation of the normal gap for certain applications (prediction of contact pattern 
etc), since cos (AJ zi . 

0. 

4.5 Gap contour and contact marking pattern 

Gaps round a contact point can be displayed by a "no-load gap contour plot" ( Figure 

4.5 (a) ). The no-load gap contour is useful for contact and lubrication analysis. 

However, the contact marking pattern must be clearly distinguished from the single tooth 

gap contour plot. A contact marking pattern results from a complete meshing cycle while 

a gap contour shows the gaps round the contact point at one instant of mesh. 

So far we have only discussed the analysis for a single tooth contact. However, on 

average, more than one single tooth pair must be in mesh if a continuous motion is to be 
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transmitted under load, so that there is potential for two or more simultaneously 
contacting tooth pairs. The transmission error, gap contour and contact marking pattern 
for each meshing cycle result from the overlapping action of all the engaged teeth, which 
can potentially engage simultaneously at any instant. 

4.5.1 Determination of total number of mating tooth pairs 

To determine which wheel teeth are potentially in mesh, we first need to estimate the 

ranges of worm rotation angle CD, and wheel rotation angle 02 for which contact is 

possible between one particular tooth pair. This is done during the single tooth pair 
meshing process, and yields 

'DI E 101 
mim 

Ol 
mmJ 

lZ2 6 I(D2mUv c2J 

which signifies that the rotation angles cb and c belong to closed intervals [<C, ffjn 
01,,, x] and [(D arm ,c] respectively. Angles c lrvýn or D 2, N, and or c 

correspond respectively to the start and the finish of the single tooth pair mesh. For the 

no-load analysis, required in this study, the intervals [Olryin, O,,, w] and ( ,,,, ] can 

easily be determined precisely by the wheel flank generation process, since they 

normally correspond to the tip and root contact of the wheel tooth flank (see discussion 

in section 2.6 about boundaries). The interval [ (DI e A(D,, <D if, =+ ACD, ) is then used for 

the meshing analysis. 

Consider now that the individual worm and wheel teeth are identified by k, and k2 , 
respectively, with k, e [1,2, """, Z, ] and k2 e 11,2, --. Z2], Imagine the first single tooth pair 

to be the datum tooth pair. Without loss of generality, we can define worm tooth k, wI 

for this worm tooth and k2=I for this wheel tooth. Angles 0, and 02 are assumed to 

define the angular positions of the worm tooth k, =1 and wheel tooth k2 =1 respectively. 
The corresponding angular position CD, (k, ) of any worm tooth k, is clearly relative to that 

of worm tooth 1. The corresponding angular position CD 2(k 2) of any wheel tooth k2 Is 

likewise associated with that of wheel tooth 1. 
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The equivalent "rotation angles" for teeth k2 on the worm wheel are then 

02( _ 0z ± (2 n/ Z2) (ki -1) ... (4.26) 

From the analysis of a single tooth pair, we find that "proper" conjugate flank contact 

can only occur (on perfect rigid teeth) between angles m, ffo� and C , M.. However, on 
'real' worm gears, (with errors, deflections, hob oversize, etc), contact may occur outside 
'nominal' contact region defined by the intervals [(D,, f,,, D,,, m] and (cam,, I], so that 

margins Ate, and Ac are introduced to allow for this. This gives 4j E(4gm,,, - Ate,, 44ma 

+ Ac, ] and (D2E((D2r,, *, - A(D2 , (D2rm +A(DJ. Although the situation may differ between the 

start and finish of the mesh cycle, to simplify the calculation, the margins actually used 

at start and finish of the cycle are all given a value equivalent to the worm rotation 

increment A(D, (A(D2= M(P " q) / {D) to cover the possible round-off errors of the 

numerical analysis. 

The wheel teeth potentially in mesh are those for which 

(D2r�r, - AcD2 S cb2 ± (2 71 / Z2) (k2-1) S (D2MW + p(D2 ... (4.27) 

from which the values of k2 can be found. 

4.5.2 Determination of overlapped gap contours 

To determine the overlapped gap contour we first need to know the transmission error. 

An example of the single tooth pair transmission errors is plotted in Figure 4.4(a). It 

should be noticed that a positive value on the vertical scale represents a negative 
transmission error. The procedure required to obtain the overlapped no-load 

transmission errors shown In Figure 4.4 (b) is: 

1) Superimpose the transmission error curves of all mating tooth pairs on the same 
diagram as in Figure 4.4(a) (the curves for successive tooth pairs are displaced 

laterally by the angle equivalent to one worm axial pitch); 
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2) Compare the value of f, ' of the curves at each instant (For each step of worm 

rotation) and take the lowest value as the overlapped transmission error F; at this 

step ( since the lowest value corresponds to the maximum plus metal condition 

which defines the angular position of the driven worm wheel); 

3) Plot F, ' to give the overlapped transmission error curve Figure 4.4 (b). 

It is worth mentioning that the single tooth transmission error may vary from one tooth 

pair to another and that pitch errors also affect the overlapped transmission error. A 

more detailed explanation of this procedure is given by Munro (1990). 

The horizontal axis of Figure 4.4 represents the angle of worm rotation D,, whose full 

range for one single tooth contact is 

cD1 ¬[ unk, -A D1, (Di 
. oc 

f Ate, 

The horizontal scale is 0(D, (worm rotation increment) per division. Since AD, has been 

chosen as a submultiple of the angle equivalent to one worm axial pitch, as described by 

equation (4.15), the number of worm rotation steps over a worm axial pitch is: 

No" =2-n /(ZI - AOI) 

(In Figure 4.4, Np, a, = 8). 

If the transmission error of the datum tooth pair at position n is represented by 

t; [n] n=0,1,2, """, M 

where n denotes the n'th step of worm rotation and M is the total number of worm rotation 

steps, spaced at equal intervals 0D, of worm rotation, required for the datum tooth pair 

to complete its single tooth mesh cycle. 

The overlapped transmission error at the n'th step of worm rotation is denoted by F; [n]. 

At each contact point on the single tooth transmission error f; [n] curve, the axial gap for 
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(worm wheel tooth k 2) is zero (provided that tooth k2 is actually in contact). At other 
points j, the gap on this tooth pair is a, [j] (from the single pair analysis). 

If another worm wheel tooth is in contact, however, the gaps on worm wheel tooth k2 will 
increase by the difference between the single tooth pair and overlapped transmission 

error curves, so that 

An U] = be U] + (fi [n] - Fi[n]) 

where A. is the overlapped gap and j denotes the j'th grid point on the wheel tooth k2. 

Clearly, if tooth k2 Is in contact (f' [k2, n] = F, ' [n] ), so that 

4U] =a. U] 

Once the overlapped gaps have been found for the worm rotation step n, plotting of the 

instantaneous gap contour is only a matter of graphics. An example of plotted 
instantaneous gap contours is given in Figure 4.5 (a) for the three simultaneously 
engaged teeth. 

4.5.3 Determination of the contact marking pattern 

The normal procedure for the industrial contact marking test is described in chapter 3. 

The contact mark, which moves from the tip of a worm wheel tooth flank to the working 
depth as the gears rotate, sweeps out a blue area on the worm wheel tooth flank. Thus 

blue area is the contact pattern. It is not difficult to imagine that a blue mark appears at 

each meshing instant throughout the region at any point at which the gap size is less 

than or equal to the thickness of the blue dye painted on the worm flank. Therefore, the 

prediction of contact pattern is obtained by plotting each individual blue contact marking 

onto the wheel tooth flank, for every rotation increment n. The marked region actually 

comprises of all the grid points for which the minimum normal gap is less than the blue 

dye thickness. 
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Figure 4.6 Effect of profile error on contact pattern 
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An example of a contact marking pattern is given in Figure 4.5(b) 

4.5.4 The effect of overlap on gap contour and contact pattern 

There is a significant difference in the gap contours and contact marking pattern between 

a single tooth pair and an overlapped mesh with all the engaged tooth pairs. This can be 

caused by tooth flank form errors, tooth spacing errors, etc. all of which can be easily 

simulated. An example of the effect of tooth form errors on the contact pattern is given 
in Figure 4.6. Such variations in initial contact pattern are acceptable in most power drives 

using bronze worm wheels, since contact will become uniform after a few hours of 

operation, due to bedding-in wear. A significant variation in the contact marking pattern 

can also occur from tooth to tooth around the wheel as a result of tooth spacing errors, 

particularly with even ratios. 

4.6 Prediction of entry and exit gaps 

The entry (exit) gap discussed in this thesis is the no-load gap between the worm and 

wheel flanks on the entry ( exit) side on a defined wheel cylinder. The initial entry / exit 

gaps are necessary to reduce manufacturing costs (see section 4.2) and allow initial 

setting of the centre of contact at the required position. Since the contact changes during 

bedding-in, the initial contact should be such as will achieve the desired contact under 

load after bedding-in ( refer to section 4.7 ). Also the entry gap allows for easy entry of 

lubricant at the worm gear mesh, so that both the entry and exit gaps are important 

parameters to control. It is, thus, common practice to check the contact parking pattern 

particularly for the correct entry and exit gaps. However, the no-load contact pattern does 

not quantify the entry / exit gaps and therefore cannot indicate what the contact conditions 

will be under load or after bedding-in. This is not a major problem for standard production 

worm wheels since the required marking can be based on experience already gained. 

However, it could be of much greater concern for a new design or a special job. 

The entry / exit gaps can either be calcglated or measured. They are represented in this 
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thesis by the wheel lead traces whose measurement is discussed in chapter 3. The 

calculation of lead traces is discussed below. 

The procedure for calculating the entry /exit gaps is as follows: 

1) Generate a set of wheel flank coordinates with the actual hob and hob settings, 

as in chapter 2; 

2) Generate a second set of wheel flank coordinates conjugate to the worm (using 

the worm geometry and actual meshing position); 

3) Bring the two sets of worm Wheel flanks into contact on a selected 'cylinder (the 

reference cylinder is the default), by relative rotation about their common axis; 

4) Obtain the tangential entry/exit gaps between the two flanks on this cylinder. 

The deviations at the two ends of a lead trace are the entry / exit gaps respectively. An 

example showing calculated and measured entry / exit gaps is given in Figure 4.7. 
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The lead trace provides useful guidance for predicting the contact conditions after 

Obedding 1n, since it is most likely that the contact region will extend over the region with 
the smallest gap. More important for this research project, however, is that, combined 

with the worm wheel and hob measurement, it assists investigations into the hobbing 

process. The theoretical lead trace Is calculated from the hob geometry and hobbing 

settings. The difference between the measured lead trace and the predicted lead trace 

is then mainly caused by hobbing errors (see [Hu and Frazer, 19961 and chapter 7). 

One purpose of this study was to allow simulation of a cutting process with measured 
hob geometry and to study the effect of hobbing settings on the wheel tooth flank (see 

chapter 5). However, a practical situation is generally much more complicated than this 

purely kinematic theory suggests and research in this field is still very new compared 

with that in involute gears, so that a full understanding of how this work can help in the 

investigation of worm gear hobbing can only be build up gradually. 

4.7 Total contact area over all mating teeth 

ý ýtr 
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Figure 4.8 Contact Area: Total contact area=EA, 
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Under load, the total transmitted load is shared by all mating tooth pairs, whose mating 
surfaces will deflect under load. The contact area under load is associated with the 
degree of conformity of the worm and wheel flanks. 

To determine the contact area is beyond the scope of this thesis. The simple alternative 

approach described here can be used instead to approximately estimate the contact 

conditions, so that the relative load capacity of different worm design can be compared. 
In this approach, we assume a constant elastic contact deformation (or wear increment) 

and so sum the area of all the individual grid squares in which the normal gap 

magnitudes are less than this constant value. 

Since the wheel flank is represented by a regular rectangular grid of points, the sum of 

all the areas round individual grid points that are in contact (ie. with gap less than the 

assumed deflection) gives an approximation to the total contact area. The total contact 

area is thus calculated using the following equation: 

ATd=EA) j=0,1,..., %ia 

where Aj is the area associated with the j'th grid point (Figure 4.8) and Na is the total 

number of grid points that are In contact". For a regular grid, Aj is constant and equal 
to the area of one grid square, determined using equations (2.12) and (2.17). For a 

given load, the total area of contact is clearly related to the contact stresses, since, when 

comparing two designs which are generally similar (same module, face width, tooth 

numbers, etc. ), the elastic deflection of the teeth under load can also be assumed to be 

the same for each. The calculation described here is clearly only approximate, but 

when the transmitted load is given, the contact stress will usually be smaller with a larger 

total contact area. 

4.8 Prediction of wear marking on worm flanks 

The worm wear marking depends on the total wear and the combined contact deflection 

of both the worm and wheel tooth surfaces. The total wear is composed of wear on both 
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Figure 4.9 Worm wear marking (a) predicted (b) actual 
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worm thread is not symmetrical to the common centre line, its prediction is helpful for 

worm deflection calculations and determining of the effective length of the worm thread. 
More importantly, if the worm and wheel flanks have been measured, it also yields 
Information about the contact deflection. With soft worm wheels, the shape of the wear 
marking on the worm Is mainly affected by the wear of the wheel flanks. For hard-to- 
hard contacts, however, although the total wear would be significantly reduced, it would 
be more evenly distributed between worm and wheel, so that contact deflections would 

play a dominant role. 

if the contact were a nominal point contact, the wear marking on a worm flank would be 

a curved line. Because of the contact deflection and wear, however, the marking 
becomes a band along the worm thread surface. The extent of this contact marking on 
the worm can be determined from the instantaneous gap magnitude in the same way 
as for the worm wheel. 

An example of wear marking on a worm flank is given in Figure 4.9. The 'striped' 

appearance of the marking in the lower part of Figure 4.9 (a) is due to the relatively large 

worm rotation increment (22.5°) used. 

4.9 Validating the non-conjugate analysis against other results 

The mesh analysis software has been validated against other calculation methods and 

against test data from actual worms and wheels with excellent agreement. 

4.9.1 Validation against other calculation methods 

The contact pattern and transmission error has been validated against results calculated 
by Fish and Munro(1995). The worm gear data for one test case is given in section A 

2.2 (Appendix 2) and the results are given in Figure 4.10. 

Additional comparisons with results published by Colboune(1989) also show excellent 

agreement. 
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Additional comparisons with results published by Colboune(1989) also show excellent 
agreement. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.10 Comparison of results obtained by the author (a) and Fish and Munro(b) 

4.9.2 Validation against test results from actual worms and wheels 

The software has been used to investigate production problems on many occasions. An 

example of one investigation is given here which was carried out on site for a lift 

manufacturer. The worm gear data is given in section A 2.3 (Appendix 2) and the 

predicted and measured contact marking pattern are compared in Figure 4.11 (see 

chapter 7 for further comment on this example). 

Although the software has been used successfully for predicting contact marking patterns 

and worm gear performance in several applications, the experience so far gained from 

these applications show that one of the most important requirements is to obtain reliable 

input data for prediction. Obtaining reliable data is, in fact, the most difficult part in most 

applications. In many cases, this is because manufacturers simply do not know (or have 

not recorded) the precise hob geometry and hobbing settings. To obtain accurate 
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(a) (b) 

(a) Predicted contact pattern 

(b) Actual contact pattern 

Figure 4.11 Comparison between predicted and actual contact pattern 

predictions, the exact cutter profile and machine settings must clearly be known (see 

chapter 5), although it must be realised that elastic deflection of the cutter can be 

significant in some cases, leading to inaccuracies in this purely kinematic approach to 

the analysis of the generation process. 
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION I 

THEORETICAL STUDY OF EFFECTS OF HOB FLANK ERRORS AND 

HOBBING SETTINGS ON THE WORM WHEEL FLANKS 

5.1 Introduction to the non-elastic worm gearing analysis software 

The non-elastic analysis software has been developed by employing two packages of 

commercial software - Microsoft Visual Basic 3.0 and Borland C/C++ 3.1. 

Visual Basic was used by the author to create the user interface which runs in a standard 

Windows graphics environment. Using Visual Basic it is convenient to create pull-down 

menus and sub-menus, along with data input forms and dialogue boxes etc. and all the 

standard mouse-driven Windows opening, closing, re-sizing, and scrolling features. 

Visual Basic allows programmers to design the required interface, and when this is 

complete, it is used to produce a source-code file for the interface. The programmer then 

needs to modify this source code and insert additional code in order for items selected 

from the menus to actually run applications. 

Borland C/C++ is a middle level computer language and has almost infinite flexibility. It 

can be used to create applications for both DOS and Windows. It is widely used for real- 

time applications which permits C/C++ programs to be adopted directly to measurement 

and manufacturing systems. Borland C/C++ was used by the author to write the 

programs for computation and analysis. 

Visual Basic and Borland C/C++ can be easily linked together. One method is using 

Visual Basic's Shell() function to run executable programs made by Borland C/C++ (or 

other computer languages' compilers). Another method is using Borland C/C++ to 
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produce DLLs (dyvwn o-link library) for Windows. Visual Basic then can Declare 

reifiersnces to the eodemal procedures in DLL, Including real-time DLL, and Call these 

procedures jtut as Its own procedures or Amctiona. All types of data can be passed as 

value or reftirrence baiween Vfsual Basic and Borland C/C++ programs with no barriers. 

The programs have been written with the following considerations: 

1) CorriNvO n of GUI (Graphics user interface) and powerful information flow 

analysis procedures modules. As discussed above, this results from using the 

advantages of Visu Basic and Borland C/C++. 

2) Expendability and nwnageability - To meet the requirements of implementation 

of the general kinenrtic models, the programs are intellectually managed by modules 

and user deinsd function libraries, which allows flxther features to be added without in 

any wry diisturbing the MNepity ofthe programs' ability to perform their existing functions. 

3) Maintainabilky and understandability - Internal documentation has been written 
tlxauho d the source code and meaningful labels we used for user defined functions 

and data I variables Jo guarantee that the programs are readable and maintainable. 

4) Accuracy - Single precision floating-point data is used for the analysis 

procedures, so the accuracy is up to 7 digits, which meets the practical requirements for 

the analysis, bearing in mind that worm wheel dimensions are of order of 100 mm and 

noKdk Ming accuracy cane presently achieve tolerances of ±I aim. 

5) Reliability and error tolerance - The programs have been written with the ability 

to deal with input and run-time errors. Code for error testing, handling and messages 
has been written wherever necessary. More importantly, the programs carry out the 

double check of validating results against physical sense. If the results are doubtful, an 

alternative Iterative procedure is employed to try again. 

6) Flexibility and user friendliness - The programs have been written bearing users 

in mind. Default input and flexible and comprehensive options are provided throughout 
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with online tat aid graphics k ions. The output has been designed to be 
inlormtüve and easy to li pres. 

The logical structured the nonelastic analysis software is given in Figure 5.1. Details 

of the user interface are given in Figures 5.2 to 5.10. Table 5.1 shows the principal 

roa*es Ihr operstirg the non-elastic arwysis software. 

The steps shomi in Table 5.1 do not have to be followed successively, since the 

procedures we controlled by "events" Instead of a sequential flow. For example, if a 

standard worm gear pair (BS 721) is analysed, then the user only needs to input the 

designation, oentrs distance and hob oversize: the software does all the rest. Ka vital 
input error has been found by the software, the CALCULATE command will not be 

available until the ems is core ed. The software reports the input errors found, which 
is very necessary oonsiderinp that some dozens of input values may be needed to define 

and analyse a user-defined worm gear pair. Before doing any analysis, the software first 

checks whether any previously calculated results already exist in the hard disk. If result 
fass for the wann gear to be analysed are found, the software will ask the user to decide 

between displaying the ep results or recalculating. 
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Figure 5.1 Logical structure of the worm gearing analysis software package 
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Main menu of the worm gearing analysis software 

Figure 6.2 
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WORM PROFILE MODIFICATIONS 

CASE 4: 8D _-- 
A 

If 08 TIP DA 

cz cl 

A2 Al 

ROOT H0131WORM TIP DIA 

,u 
AZ 
cl 
ct 

A, A1, A2>0 GIVE Yliiu9 METAL ON FLANK 

Worm prcfllo modification Input 

Figure 5.5 
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HOB DATA 

ýß" 11* 3ýls +&TAM 1Q 
pw Alas 29 LEAD 209V65 
UP oft 31242 ROOTD & 40.2OW 
=e'll' wlgi JIWL CM DIST 160. ' EFAULT 

CUPM HIDGHT 6.93 CALIPER THICKNESS 9.378 

LEAD AMU tM BASE ON 17.23 RASE LEAD ANGLE 21.1373 

MOOSFICA11ONS AND ERRORS 

___ DAM _RO! Zlt0FZ E äoDInTGTION 

r EL CENTRE PLANE 

HOB CENTRE IBELOW THE WHEEL CENTRE PLANE) 

Figur. 5.8 Hob data and sittings 

OK 
ri 

Percentage of worm mean din. 

1Ui 

Figure 5.7 Hob oversize Input dialogue box 
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I: DATA AND SETTING 

HOB DATA 
54.95 STARTS I ý` QK\ý ̀x 

ran AN= s LUD 20SV65 
iW DLL 031242 ROOTDIS 402Or546 
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. 146" SMV COST 160. AUt; 

WON "[WIT E. 93 CALMER THIQClIESS JIM 

LEAD mutt i ! tß RASE DI 17.238 MSE LEAD /NÖLE 21.1373 

MOOIFICAT1ONS AM ERRORS 

A AL so ==Im ýtOILt MODWICA11ON 

T fl 2+3 

1234 

3 OIL a TO DISPLAY 
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CASE 3: 

Al 

M« 1 Moemom TIP DIA 

r' s r' i 

AL 
t A2 

cl 
a 

A, A1, A2)o GXVt 19Zio$ MC? AL ON 1 LA C 

(b) 

QK 1 

Figure 5.8 Hob modification input 
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Analysis Options 

Figure 5.9 
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SELECT P UL%W S TO BE CAIMMATED 
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Figure 5.10 
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Step Task Command and Input form Refer to 

I Dais monagemerlt (input 1) DATA command on the main D, ®, ® in Fig. 

now data or kid data menu; 5.2 
from existing file) 2) READ DATA command on 

pull-down menu displays all 

existing files; 

3) NEW DATA command on 

pup down menu shows the 
I worm and wheel input forth. 

2 Design of standard (BS 1) Z1/Z2/QIM command on m in Fig. 5.3 
721) worn gears worm and wheel input form; and Fig. 5.4 

2) BS 721 Input form. 

3 Design of user-dei*ined Worm and wheel input form. Fig. 5.3 

worm gern 
4 Modifkations of worm 1) MODIFICATION command ® in Fig. 5.3 

flank on worm and wheel input form; and Fig. 5.5 

2) Worm mods text/graphics 

input form. 

5 Display hob input form HOB command on worm and ® in Fig. 5.3 

wheel Input form 

6 Design of standard hob 1) DEFAULT command on hob D in Fig. 5.6 

based on oversize input form; and Fig. 5.7 

2) Oversize input dialogue box. 

7 Design of user-d~ Hob input foam Fig. 5.6 

hob 

Operatlon gutde for the non-elastic analysis software 

Tablh ä. 1 
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d Modäýcations of i`ab flank 1) PROFILE MODIFICATION O in Fig. 5.8 

command on Hob Input form (a) and 

(chose one of the types shown 

graphically to give the 

appropriate hob modification 
lam); 

2) Hob mods text/graphics input 

form. Fig. 5.8 (b) 

9 Default hob settings Auto set by software 2 in Fig. 5.6 

10 Actual hob settings Change auto set values CD in Fig. 5.6 

11 Check input and report Auto check by software when ® in Fig. 5.2 

Input errors leaving input forms 

12 Data management (daft 1) DATA command on main ® and m in 

file n me Is gig en by menu; Fig. 5.2 

software as the Part No. ) 2) SAVE command on the pull 

down menu. 

13 Chose calculation options 1) QPTIO14S command on main (D and m in 

mefur, Fig. 5.9 

2) pull down and sub menu 
I commands 

14 Select items (parameters) 1) CALCULATE command on m in Fig. 5.9 

to calculate main menu shows the and Fig. 5.10 

calculation form; 

2) Items on Static analysis 

selection form. 

15 Do analysis QK on the selection forth of CD in Fig. 

static analysis parameter. 5.10 

Table 5.1 (continued) 
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1ö Save c aIcu ation results Auto save by software (result 

files are organized by 

combining Part No. and the 

calculated item). 

17 Presisritation of current Option is given by the software 

results or previous results to display previous results 
detected or do analysis again. 

Table 5.1 (contlnuedj 

5.2 Bids of Invss lgatlon 

5.2.1 Objective of the OmratlcM study in this chapter 

Extensive experience has already been gained over many years in finding the sources 

of errors in spur and helical gears. In contrast, due to the complexity of warm gear 

geometry, worm gear manufacturers still rely, as explained in chapter 3, on the results 

of simple contact marking tests and the effectiveness of the initial bedding-in process. 
Since I wsI impossible to ider«y individual manufacturing errors before the appearance 

of CNC measuring ., ad* , esthese limitations have played an important role in 

rsstricth the accuracy achievable in worm wheel manufacture and dictating the use of 
soft maxis for Worm wheels. 

Howe, the possibility has now opened up for producing hard worm wheels accurately 

with optimised geometry instead of relying on the random bedding-in results obtained 

with soft wheels. and Cur ent research [Hofmann, 1993ISnidie and Evans, 1997] aims 

to optimise worm gear geometry In this way to Improve its performance. Investigation 

Into the individual geometrical error sources of soft worm wheels has nevertheless also 

been proven very helpful (chapter 7), since it would dearly be a good practice to get the 

worm wheel made accurately In the first place when high performance Is wanted, even 

though the wheel Nark will later be regenerated by its mating worm. These demands 
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for producing accurate wonn wheels make ft necessary to understand the effects of hob 

�. 01s and hob setting errors on the accuracy of worm wheel flanks. 

The objectives of this study we thus as followsv. 

1) Investigation into the eifeds of the hob flank errors (or modifications) and hob 
settings on to worm wt" flanks; 

2) Proposal of a simple practical method for carrying out these investigations and 
dei IDM f«m modiftah ns. 

3) ksstigaftn into the cowm of typical contact patter errors; 

Efforts have been made to give easy-to-use guidelines giving satisfactory 
Ufo rwilk M for tmidif10work. 

5.2.2 Robbing error sou rss 

When a worm wheel is hobbed, Its tooth form errors will mainly be introduced by the 

l000w$ng hobbing errors: 

1) Gallup tooth lbnn errors: 

The wry in which adtirg tool profile modifications andbr enrors are transferred to the 

hotbed w iesI is discussed in secäon 5.3. 

2) Cutting tool mour ng and spindle erm s: 

Two sitter spindis errors (see Figure 5.14(b) ) we significant: those due to eccentricity 

ao of the hob, which wig MOW= a sins-ware error into the hobbing centre distance, 

and and cyclic axial 'Aoar of the hob arbor by a, (due to, eg. to imperfections in the hob 

arbor dw basi ngs), which will cause a sine-wave axial position error with phase 
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angle er« relative to oft 01X, 
. These two cutter spindle errors we modelled in section 

5.4. 

The efecx oa 'shswv mou rg of a ny cutter- eg, mounting Rat the wrong angle on its 
srboir - need na be considered separately, since It is easily treated as part of the hob 
-tuft slop Wm. 

3) Machine settkq errors: 

Three mm sWU g mm m studied here are: hobbing centre distance, swing angle 
and wh & axial datum errors. These are discussed in sections 5.4,5.5 and 5.6. 

4) Gear Wank «mm: 

These . mors will mainly cause gear *wash and n, nout error. They are not discussed in 
Ii º. 1m efas. B ild be controlled to reduce difficulties when applying the results 

pressn*sd in this chapter ft would be a good practice that the worm wheel datum 
(reference) axis= used 1br nanufach" is also used for worm drive assembly. 

5) Kinem 1c and ~ «mm In ft hobbing ma hine: 

The . rr+ors caused by modem CNC hobbing machines we normally negligible, as 
discussed in we proposal for this rem program. But it Is still recommended that the 

swam eirot of the pi ej js rotary table and the machine transmission error should be 

checked regularly, otherwise, the sources of worm wheel errors will be very confusing. 

5.3 Effect of hob cutting edge profile, Krors on a wheel flank 

An undenwndirq of the Mechanism whereby hob flank 01101 s (or Modifications) are 

trarWemad onto the worm wheel flanks is essential for improving wheel geometry and 
investigation info worm gsr MWVJf during aCaracy. However, the affect of hob flank 

WI OI may MY $OAcantly from one case to another, because a hob can be s ng(e- 
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start or multiple-start with many cuäing edges and the transmission ratio can be even 

or odd. The causes of geometric errors in an involute spur/heiical gear are still not fully 

understood, although Its geometry is much simpler than that of a worm wheel. 

To simplify the discussion, the concept of 'effective cutting edge' is introduced here. The 

'a 11SCU s cutting edge' is a viel cutting edge which will generate the same wheel flank 

as the hob. Some CMMs with hob measurement software inspect errors of the effective 

Cutting edge by measuring all cutting teeth. In this case, the hob measurement results 

cn be used straight away to predict the effect on the wheel flank, with similar results to 

those obtained in this chapter. Furthermore, study of the effects of errors of a single 
cutting edge on the wheel flanks Is adequate for the worm gear research activity, since, 

except for the crass production of standard worm drives, fly tools are normally used to 

Cut the worm wheel. 

This section will only discuss the effects of errors of a single cutting edge on the wheel 
flanks, whidh is the basis of the solution. 

In this chapter, the wheel flank is generated by the actual hob cutting edge. This is 

obtained by adding wdal profile deviations (errors measured or modifications designed) 

to the nominal hob cutting edge profile as represented In foorm (5.1) and Figure 5.13. 

The deviations are defined in the hob axial section. This definition is chosen because 

actual hob axial profiles can be obtained by most hob measuring machines and the 

generating curve used in this thesis is also defined in the axial direction (see Chapter 

4). The shape of the generating curve is given by 

SAW =S+AS ... (5.1) 

where 8 and S. are the nominal and actual generating curve respectively, and AS is 

the axial pnoffls deviation. 

Once the actual hob caäkg edge has been obtained, the actual hob helicoid can be 

formed with the method destxibad in Chapter 4. The worm wheel can then be 
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generated by this actual hob heliooid using the method described in Chapter 2. The 
following points must be noted: 

1) Wien the theory described in chapter 2 Is applied to an actual hob helicoid, only 
the cal' W'on of the actual worm wheel surface Is carried out with the actual hob 
helical and the rest (calauation of parameters such as sliding/rolling velocities, 
avoidance of undercut, etc. ) Is carried out with the nominal hob heiicoid. This Is 

. dsgwle because wie are here concerned only to improve the geometric 
soarscy of worm wheel. 

2) Any discontinultiss in the actual cutting edge profile must be smoothed down 

balom., KKO rg the schul hob because the generating surface of a worm wheel 
must be regular ( continuous derivative to the Ist order ) to apply the conjugate 

grow$ teofy. 

To simplify the calculation for practical use as a routine work technique, an approximate 
method is also proposed here. Instead of using the actual hob to generate the wheel, 
the method wes the nominal hob to generate the wheel flank and then simply transfers 
the errors of the effective hob cutting edge onto the wheel flank. The following 
procedure Is used: 

1) Generation of the wheel flank with the nominal hob profile using the conjugate 

arrehrsis theory described in Chapter 2. 

2) Transfer of the deviations of the effective hob cutting edge onto the generated 

wheel flank. The transfer scale Is approximately 1: 1. Plusminus metal at a 

psrtiailar point on the hob flank produces minus/ptus metal at the corresponding 
pokd on the MIhee1 flank. 

The SCCUr. cy a this appxýoximMlon hss been estimated both by numerical analysis and 
by OOm son between hob and wheel measurement results. 
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The rxmedcal analysis preseried here is based on the hob cutting edge profile illustrated 

in Figure 5.11 in which a pnofib angle em or is simulated. The nominal normal pressure 

angle of the hob its 22.5°. The actual normal pressure angle is 22.4027° since the 

measured hob axial profile angle error is 20 }, m plus metal at the tip. The actual hob 

profile is used to genese a wheel flank with the conjugate analysis theory and the 

results are compared with approximate values obtained from the simplified method 

proposed above. The madmurn difference over the entire wheel flank is less than 3 µm, 
(less than 116 of the hob emor) which is acceptable for practical investigation. The 

calculation of the actual normal pressure angle is given in Table 5.2. 

al profile 

1-0.020 mm(plus metal) 

o mm 
B mm 

Figur. 5.11 Calculation Exampl* of Hob Profile Error 

Procedure Value 

Nominal nomnal pressure angle a,, 22.5° 

Lead angle y 6.25° 

Slope of nominal axial profile: tan a4 = tan a, loos 7 0.41669 

ql profile 61101 + 0.020 mm 

Correction fror slope change: 0.02 / 10 0.002 

Slope of actual axial profile: tan a; = tan ac, - 0.002 0.41469 

Actual normal pressure, angle: q, = tan-' (tan a" cos r) 22.4027° 

Actual Normal Prsssurs MgIe by Given Axial Profile Slope Error 

Tabl 5.2 
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The accuracy of the appnoýrnabort was ftxther checked by comparing hob profile 
measurement rye is with the corresponding worm wheel measurement results. An 
example of t ese comparisons is given in Figure 5.12. 

Ncrr M iu ee Fy=ci Prc e OQvia== 

d t. ý 
t 

m iQ 1Q 3a X. 

Oaýi: ýc5 (c: ýc'. xn3 

HAM I 

II III III II! =ý1 
III Ili! il 
Ili illlll 

I IIIIiI 
HIM. 11. IIIII 

IIi IIIiI 
-No- 

II L-1 II IIIi 
roý IIIINIIi 

IIII', llll 
5pm IýII; III 

r-11 1 
1-144- 

I 
III III II 

Flank A Flank B 

(a) result of fly tool measurement (b) result of wheel measurement 

Figure 5.12 Transfer of fly tool form error onto wheel mid-face profile 
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The example used a no-mismatch fly tool and the wheel profile was measured In the mid- 

face section. Figure 5.12 shows that the fly tool cutting edge form error was directly 

transferred onto the wheel mid-face profile, as predicted. In this test, the fly tool and the 

worm wheel were measured by Holroyd Machine Tools and the author respectively, and 

the comparison was carried out by Fish at Huddersfield University. It would, however, 

be better to use the 'exact' analysis in this case, although the fundamental relationship 

is applicable. 

If measured results are not available, typical wormy hob profile errors and modifications 

can be simulated by linear or parabolic deviations or a combination of the two as given 
in Figure 5.13. These types of profile modification can be used to simulate either 
designed (intentional) worm or hob profile modifications or measured (unintentional) 

errors. In practice, tip and/or root relief may be applied on worm and/or wheel flank to 

reduce the sensitivity to manufacturing errors or to reduce noise level (refer to Chapter 

7). A barrelled profile modification or error can be approximately calculated as a 

parabolic form error, as case 2 of Figure 5.13. The combination of linear and parabolic 

modification can be calculated with case 4 in Figure 5.13. A local profile form error can 

also be simulated with case 2 of Figure 5.13 with its depth and location determined by 

A and C respectively. 
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HOB PROFILE MODIFICATIONS (DEFINED IN AXIAL SECTION) 

CASE 1: ýC 

A 

HOB TIP DIA A>0, METAL OFF ON HOB 

CASE 2: Bc 

A A>0, METAL OFF 
ON HOB FLANK 

HOB TIP DIA 

CASE 3: 1 C2 t1 cl 

T 

HOR TIP DIA 

Al 

HOBTIPDIA A1, A2>O, METAL OFF 
ON HOB FLANK 

I C2 ii Cl 

A2 Al 

HOB TIP DIA 

COMBINATION OF CASES 2&3 

A2 

ROOT 

CASE 4: 

or 

Figure 5.13 Profile modifications used 
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5.4 Mathematical models of hobbing error 

To include typical hobbing setting errors in the analysis, the coordinate systems in Figure 
5.14 (a) are set up, based on the coordinate systems in Figure 2.1 (see Chapter 2). The 

new parameters and features introduced to simulate the hob and wheel setting errors 

are: 

L, - the constant axial position error of the hob/worm thread; 

L2 - the constant error of wheel axial datum position (see Figure 5.16); 

C- the actual hobbing centre distance with a constant error included; 

T1 - the actual swing angle with a constant error included. 

Y 

00 

Figure 5.14 Coordinate systems Including Hob Setting Errors 
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The mathematical models presented in chapter 2 are used directly without major changes 

apart from the errors which are introduced as follows [Zhang and Hu, 19891: 

1) The coordinate transformation matrix from coordinate system S, to S2 has been 

modified to give 

T21 = 

co01 "00$2'sin$1"s1n$28inn 

-sin"2 cos$,. cosc"sio, "sinn 

sin,, "cosn 
0 

2) The B-Matrix has incl 

0 

1-lcosn 

cos$; ainm, Tain$, "coa4O, "sfnn -afn$2 cosh C"cos$2-L, "sfn$2*s/nn 
sinO, "sfn$2*0o8*2 cos$, "coan cos$i cosh -C"sin$2-L, "coa 2 sinn 

coo, "cosn sinn L, "cosr, -L2 
001 

(5.2) 

uded L, and L2, so that 

icosn-1 -isingcos$, 

0 isinnsin$, 

sinqcos41 -isinnainioi 0 

000 

-iCsin$, cosh-i"(L, ainncosQ, -L=siný, coon ) 
00 ý 

-iCcosm, cosh*h(L, slnna/n$, -Licosý, sinn ) 
' 

iCsinrl -LILL' 
' 
-Licosn 

L' 

cm. 

0 

(5.3) 

3) The total variable hobbing error is given 

e. "cos(e,, +4), ) 

"=e, +ee= eý"sin(e, ý+ý, ) 

e, " cos(e, o, +4), ) 
...... (5.4) 
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where: 

e vector of total variable error 
e, vector of variable hob axial error 

e, vector of hob variable concentricity error 

e01 phase angle of the hob axial error vector, measured relative to axis O, X, 

e,, phase angle of the hob concentricity error vector, measured relative to 

axis O, X, 

These errors are all represented in terms of components of coordinate system 
S0(00, xo, yo, zo), as shown in Figure 5.14 (b). 

4) Actual hob settings relative to the wheel are then given by equation (5.5) 

C, [Cýe. cos(e, +41) 
Lee L2+oc"sln(emc+4, ) ...... (5.5) 

where: 

L,! actual axial position of the hob with the variable and constant errors 
L2. actual axial position of the wheel with the variable and constant errors 
Cý actual hobbing centre distance with the variable and constant errors 

L,, 1.2 and C need to be replaced by L. , L2. and C. respectively in formulas (5.3) and 

(5.4) when the variable errors are included in the analysis software. The variable error 

of swing angle has second order effect and therefore is not included, bearing in mind that 

our discussion has been confined to the single 'effective' cutting edge. But the actual 

swing angle might be set very differently from nominal value and thus the actual swing 

angle must be used in the analysis. 
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5.5 Effect of Individual hobbing settings on a wheel flank 

Once the models are ready for carrying out a parametric study of the effects of machine 

settings, the question to answer is how individual setting errors and composite setting 

errors affect the wheel flanks. The following influences have been investigated: 

1) How the swing angle n affects the Wheel lead traces; 

2) How the wheel axial datum (hob setting height) L2 affects the wheel lead traces; 
3) How the hobbing centre distance C affects the wheel lead traces; 
4) How composite errors affect the wheel lead traces; 
5) How the swing angle q and hobbing centre distance C affect the wheel profile 

traces; 

Figures 5.15 to 5.21 illustrate the terms used for hobbing settings and the corresponding 

results. The investigation results are also summarized in Table 5.3. 

Error Effect Approximation 

E ff ectof swing 1)The slope of the lead trace is f, *-, q 
angle q on wheel equal to that of the swing angle; fmp - lead slope error; 
lead traces 2) The lead trace variation is bM- effective face width; 

nearly linear. 7- swing angle. 

Effect of axial datum 1) The slope error of the lead trace f 0.5 . L2 

error L2 (hob setting is about half the axial datum error, L2 - the constant error of 
height) on wheel 2) The lead trace variation is wheel axial datum position. 
lead traces nearly linear. 

Summary of Effects of Hobbing Errors on the Wheel Geometry 

Table 5.3 
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Effect of hobbing 1) The lead trace is nearly a 

centre distance on parabolic curve; 

wheel lead traces 2) The high (low) point is at worm 
base radius. 

Effect of composite The composite effect can be fHp mZ fHß (I) 

setting errors on estimated by adding each fmp (i) - individual lead slope 

wheel lead traces individual effects. errors. 

Effect of swing 1)The swing angle is critical to f 

angle on wheel mid-face profile slope; 

profile traces 2)The slope error is approximately fH,, - profile slope am. 
proportional to the swing angle. 

Effect of hobbing The profile angle error is fM. « AC 

centre distance on approximately proportional to the AC - hobbing centre 
wheel profile traces hobbing centre distance error. distance error. 

Effect of axial datum Insignificant, negligible f, 0 

(hob setting height) 

on wheel profile 

traces 

Effect of composite 1)The composite effect can be f�Q tt fH. (i) 

setting errors on estimated by adding each 

wheel profile traces individual effects; f (i) - Individual profile 
2) Increase of cut distance will slope errors. 

reduce the profile error caused by 

swing angle. 

Notes: 1) The lead trace is on the wheel reference cylinder 
2) The profile trace is in the wheel mid-face section; 
3) The slope errors are defined as in DIN 3960 (see Figure 6.2); 

4) The sign of errors depends on the flank and hand of the worm. 

Table 5.3 (continued) 
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This study makes it possible to compare actual (measured) traces with theoretical 

values. This direct comparison makes it much easier to identify the sources of worm 

wheel errors. 

Of particular significance is the result (shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.21), that the 

composite effect of several setting errors can be calculated, with sufficient accuracy, 

simply by adding the effects of the individual errors, which appear not to interact 

significantly. This suggests that it may be possible to devise relatively simple rules for 

'correcting' the wheel flank when necessary. It is noteworthy that the effect of an 

increased hobbing centre distance on wheel profile is opposite to that of an increased 

swing angle, which may be a useful guideline for cutting wheels of accurate profile. 

The effects of swing angle and hobbing centre distance on wheel profiles are obviously 

significant (see Figures 5.19 and 5.20). For instance, 10' swing angle of hob setting will 

cause a profile error of 15 µm in worm wheel mid-face section for the sample. To 

achieve the required contact patterns, 0.4 mm variation of cut distance and 10' variation 

of swing angle from the nominal settings are often used by hobbing machine operators. 
That is the reason why measurements of worm wheels relative to hobs must use reliable 

real hobbing settings, as mentioned in chapter 3. 
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Effect of axial datum on wheel relief on reference cylinder 
82812M. II, RH/LF 

30 
2s 

E20 

IL ms's ý-ýý - 
0 

TOP16 16 14 12 10 86420 -2 -4 -6 -6 -10-12.14.16-13 BOT 
WHEEL FACE(mm) 

[3 -0.05 TT " -0.025 mm 

Notes: 1. "-0.05 mm" means that hob is 0.05 mm lower than the nominal height (refer to 
the figure below) 

. 
2. The relief at bottom is nearly half of the axial datum shift for this geometry. 
;. Variation of relief is nearly linear. 
4. The entry is on bottom side. 
5. Positive relief is equivalent to minus metal. 

DATUM SURFACE 

WHEEL CENTRE PLANE 

Axial datum error is negative 

HOB CENTRE (BELOW THE WHEEL CENTRE PLANE) 

Figure 5.15 Effect of axial datum (hob setting heignt) on wneei ieaa trace 
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Effect of swing angle on wheel relief on reference cylinder 
B2612M. Zl. RH/LF 

TO 

III 

10 
0 

TOP18 16 14 12 10 86420 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10-12-14-16-18 BOT 
WHEEL FACE(mm) 

-0.1 des " 
-0.05 dog 

Notes: 1. The swing error signs refer to the figure below. 
2. The slope (relie fface) equals to the swing (in radian). 
3. The variation is nearly linear. 
4. The entry is on bottom side. 
5. Positive relief is equivalent to minus metal. 

ACTUAL H00 
A)GS SWING 

Swing error >0 NOMINAL HOB 
AXIS SWING 

Figure 5.16 Effect of swing angle on wheel lead trace 
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Effect of cut dustance on wheel relief on reference cylinder 
(B2612M. ZI. RH/LF) 

140 -r-ýI 
120 

rc 100-! 
80 - 

Cr , 40 
20 - -W WW -d"W 

F-41 

TOP18 16 14 12 10 86420 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10-12-14-18-18 BOT 
Wheel faco(mm) 

Lj +0.8 mm 0 +0.4 mm , 
-0.4 mm 

Notes: 1. "+0.4 mm" means that the actual cut distance is 0.4 mm larger. 
"-0.4 mm" means that the actual cut distance is 0.4 mm smaller. 

2. Variation is approximately parabolic, but with an offset. 
3. The high(low) point is at the hob base circle, for this sample, Rb 5.983 mm. 
4. When centre is smaller, split contact might happen at the to ends. 
5. The entry is on bottom side. 
6. Positive relief is equivalent to minus metal. 

NOMINAL CUT CENTRE DISTANCE 

Cut centre distance error Is negative 

HOB CENTRE 

Figure 5.17 Effect of hobbing centre distance on wheel read trace 
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Composite effects on wheel relief on reference cyliner 
82612M, ZI. RH/LF 

50 -- 

20 

10 

0 
TOP18 115 14 12 10 aa420 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10-12-14-16-18 BOT 

WHEEL FACE(mm) 

Add Individuals I Composite 

Notes: 1. Composite effect can be simply calculated by adding each individual effect. 
2. Individual setting errors are: centre +0.4mm, axial datum -0.05 mm. 

and swing 89.95 deg. 
3. The entry is on bottom side. 
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Figure 5.18 Effect of composite hob setting errors on wheel lead trace 
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Figure 5.19 Effect of swing angle on worm wheel mid-face profile 
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Effect of cut distance error on worm wheel profile in mid-face section 
1/40/8/5.7. ZI 
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Notes: 1. "0.4 mm" denotes that actual cut distance is 0.4 mm larger than C. D. 
2. Positive relief is equivalent minus metal. 
3. The relief trace is nearly a straight line. 
4. The relief is almost proportional to the deviation in cut distance. 
5. Positive deviation in cut distance causes minus metal at wheel tip. 

Figure 5.20 Effect of hobbing centre distance on worm wheel mid face profile 
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Notes: 1. '-0.4 mm' denotes that actual cut distance is 0.4 mm smaller than C. D. 
2. "5" denotes the hob swing angle in degrees. 
3. Positive relief is equivalent to minus metal. 
4. The relief trace is nearly linear. 
5. The total profile deviation is almost the simple sum of the two individual deviations. 

Figure 5.20 Effect of composite errors on worm wheel mid face pronie 
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5.6 Effect of Individual errors on a contact pattern 

Effects of various errors on contact patterns have been explored with application of the 

non-elastic analysis software. Typical results are given in Table 5.3. Validation against 

results obtained from manufacturing practice (Tang, 1984] has been carried out with good 

agreement. The purpose of this study is to supply another set of basic guidelines to 

assist in improving worm wheel accuracy: Especially, it has been proved very helpful 

when used to cross-check the results obtained from the analytical measurement of worm 

wheels. 

Combinations of more than one error result in composite errors on a wheel flank. The 

theoretical study provides guidelines for investigation into worm wheel manufacturing 

errors although a practical situation can often be much more complicated than the results 

obtained by theoretical study in this chapter. The advantage of the simplistic method is 

that a quick input of the hob profile deviation can be applied to give a satisfactory 

approximation of the actual wheel flank. The solutions of this type are a simplification of 

inaccuracy but serve as useful references for routine daily work. 
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Case Contact Pattern Possible Causes 

1 6 Expected 

2 Hob is set too high 

3 Cutting centre distance is too small 

4 Cutting centre distance is too large 
. 

5 1. The worm profile pressure angle too small or the 
hob profile pressure angle too ! arge: 
2. The worm pitch too large or me wheel pitch too 
small. 

6 '1 
.ý1 

The hob size is too small 

7 1. The hob size is too small 

ý7) 
2. Design problem 

8 1. Hob has large pitch error 
2. Worm has large pitch error 
3. Wheel has large pitch error 

1 -2 34 

9 
1, 

Large variation along hob shaft axis 

Examples of incorrect contact patterns 
Table 5.3 
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CHAPTER 6: IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION II 

STUDY OF WORM WHEEL MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR 
ZI WORM GEARS 

6.1 Introduction to the worm wheel measurement software 

The worm wheel metrology software has been implemented on a dedicated gear 
measuring machine - the Gleason GMS 430. This gear measuring machine is equipped 
with a HP (Hewlett Packard) 9000 / 300 desktop computer with programming language 
HP Basic 4.0. The total RAM is 1 MB and the processor is a MC68010. Therefore the 
programmer must bear in mind that: 

1) the RAM resident program has restriction on its size and 

2) the speed is very low. 

To overcome these problems, the worm wheel metrology software has been divided into 

modules and the computation procedure has been simplified. A module Is resident in 

memory only when it is being used, otherwise it is purged from the memory. However, 
the dominant factor for achieving an acceptable speed for routine work is to simplify the 

mathematical models, as discussed in chapter 4. 

The Gleason GMS 430 was supplied with spur/helical gear measuring software, but the 

worm wheel metrology software has been written separately, and is divided into 5 

modules. They are the common module, the worm data input module, the wheel data 
input and calculation module, the measurement module and the standard and 
evaluation module. Each module is purged from memory as soon as it has finished its 
functions and loaded into memory just before it is used. This operation does not need 
any medium for communication between modules, since all the shared information is 

kept in the memory in the common data. 
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0 

4¢ G 

Figure 6.1 Logical structure of the worm wheel measurement software 
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The software is robust and prevents the user damaging the machine by mistaken 
operation or pressing the wrong keys. This machine is protected by frequent checking 
of its status by the high level software, which is not ideal, but a good solution in this case, 
since no interrupt method is available. 

The logic structure of the worm wheel measurement software is given in Figure 6.1. 

The symbols and terms used for spur and helical gear analytical measurements 
specified by DIN 3960 have been adapted for worm wheels, because no standards are 
currently available for analytical measurement of worm wheels themselves. The 
tolerances given by DIN 3962 for spur and helical gears have thus been 'borrowed' for 
the worm wheels in the software developed - using DIN grade 8 and grade 10 for 
classes C and D of BS 721 respectively. This is largely a matter of convenience, since 
DIN 3962 is widely used and the Gleason GMS 430 was already provided with DIN 

evaluation software. These tolerances given on the result sheets are mainly of interest 
in allowing the wheel measurement results to be compared with the tolerances of low 

quality cylindrical gears of similar size. For the sake of convenience, the symbols and 
terms used by DIN 3960 are listed in Table 6.1 and defined in Figure 6.2. 

Symbol Term 

fr profile form error 
f,. profile slope error 
Ff total profile error 
f$ helix form error 
fe helix slope error 
Fa total helix error 

Table 6.1 Symbols and Terms Used for Wheel Measurement 
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TIP 

ROC 

(b) 
Figure 6.2 Definition of (a) profile and (b) lead errors 

12 

The measuring ranges are determined by the software as discussed in chapter 3. The 

evaluation ranges are user-specified. The helix slope error f labelled on the result 
sheet is the effective error over the face width blas shown in Figure 6.2(b), even though 
it is evaluated over the user-specified range. Sufficient information about the flank 
geometry can be obtained by measuring several 'profile' errors, in user-defined 
transverse sections, and a single 'lead' error on the reference cylinder, which is 
determined by the software. Normally, more than one transverse section needs to be 
measured, since worm wheel profiles may vary significantly from one section to another. 
This is different from the method adopted when inspecting parallel axis spur and helical 

gears, whose profiles normally vary very little across the face width. 

6.2 Prediction of the contact pattern using measurement results 

The contact marking pattern and analytical measurement of a worm wheel relative to the 

worm are related. Generally speaking, plus metal on a trace from an analytical 
measurement indicates a heavier contact. Of course, the area of contact actually 
marked is also related to the amount of blue dye used for the testing and may also 
depend on the pitch accuracy. For a given worm wheel, the thicker the blue dye is, the 
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larger the contact pattern is, so that quantitative interpretation of contact marking needs 
sufficient information. 

To show how the contact pattern can be predicted using the analytical measurements, 
examples of the interpretation of worm wheel measurement traces ( the contact 
patterns associated with several measurement traces) are demonstrated in Table 6.2. 

More experience needs to be gained in the interpretation of worm wheel measurements, 
bearing in mind that even the measurement results of a spur gear can be confusing. 
However, the following suggestions can be useful even at this stage: 

The profile errors in a section on the exit side, in the mid-face section and in the involute 

section are important. This is because they contain the most informative messages. 
The contact between worm and wheel flanks is likely to extend across from the exit side 
to the mid-face section, while the hob profile errors in its axial section are approximately 
directly transferred onto the wheel mid-face section. The involute section, too, is helpful 
for identifying some error sources, since experience obtained from spur gear 
measurement can be used. However, measurement of profile errors in the involute 

section only is certainly not sufficient, since it is on entry side and the effects of some 
setting errors cannot be seen in this section. 
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Case Trace of result Comment Contact pattern 
EXIT GP 1. Lead trace with high EXIT 

point on exit side; 
2. The entry gap is 125 µm 

20um 
(lead and the exit gap is 25 µm. 

trace) 
ýIj 

ENTRY 

ENTRY GA P 

1. Lead trace with high EXIT 
1 II111 

point near middle; 

2 2. The entry gap and the 
20= 

(lead I i'lf exit gap are both 150 µm. 
trace) I' li, 

I t, 
II III 
Ills i 'ý 

" 
Ilil. 

LýJ 
". 

ENTRY GA P ENTRY 

TIP 1. Profile trace with plus EXIT 

metal near tip; 

3 I 2. Lead trace as case 2. 

(profile Iii 20um 

trace) 
;. I 

ENTRY 

TIP 
" 

1. Profile trace with high EXIT 
1,111 
"III point at middle of tooth 

Ilil 

4 
If depth; 

(profile ju`ý 2. Lead trace as case 2. I I; 

trace) ', 1111 1' 
,II1 
I 
VI III 

I'' ENTRY 

Table 6.2 Interpretation of worm wheel measurement results 
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6.3 Typical measured lead traces 

Many worm wheels have been measured for both research and commercial purposes 
since the worm wheel measurement software was developed. The worm wheels are 
measured with respect to their mating worms and some typical measurement results will 
be discussed in the following sections. 

6.3.1 General results 

In general, three types of measured lead traces have been found to be most interesting. 
They are ft m 1) mismatch worm wheels; 2) no-mismatch worm wheels and; 3) bedded-In 

worm wheels. Typical examples of these three types of lead trace and their interpretation 

are shown in Figure 6.3. 

20 um 

111AII il 1 111111111 M1111111 

II I Iill 

11111111 1 10 mm II 

III 
! II 
III 
il! Hill III 

i ; II{ Hill III 
Hill III "II 

I ! ICI 
... III TITH 

($) (b) (C) 
(a) typical worm wheel with mismatch 
(b) typical worm wheel without mismatch 
(c) typical bedded-in worm wheel 

Figure 6.3 The three types of worm wheel lead trace (exit side at top) 
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The lead trace of a standard mismatch worm wheel as in Figure 6.3 (a) shows that the 

contact pattern is intended to be near the exit side of the wheel face. This is 

demonstrated by the facts that the high point is near the exit side and the entry gap is 

much larger than exit gap. The lead trace of the no mismatch worm wheel in Figure 6.3 

(b) shows that full face contact will occur, since the lead trace is almost straight, showing 
that the wheel is completely conformal to its mating worm. The main disadvantage of a 

no mismatch worm wheel is that the contact pattern is very sensitive to the manufacturing 

errors due to the high degree of conformity. The lead trace of a bedded-in worm wheel 
is given by Figure 6.3 (c). The main interesting result from the bedded-in worm wheel is 

that the contact region of the wheel flanks appears to have been regenerated by the 

mating worm in the gearbox. This results in a straight portion of the trace which indicates 

that the wheel in this region had line contact with the mating worm during the bedding-in 

process. 

6.3.2 Worm wheels used for lifts 

A new worm wheel designed for use in a lift tends to have a different shape of lead trace. 

The high point is normally found at the middle of face width, as shown in Figure 6.4 

(compare with Figure 6.3 (a)). This type of lead trace, which gives central contact, is 

advantageous for applications where the worm wheel drives the worm and for reversing 
drives in which the torque may not reverse. This type of worm gear normally has such 
large entry and exit gaps that full face contact is seldom obtained even after many hours 

of running. 

20 um 
11 t 

10 mm 

Figure 6.4 Lead trace of typical worm wheel for lift drive 
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6.3.3 Difference between bedded-in and no mismatch wheels 

When measured, the no-mismatch wheel is found to be completely conformal with the 

mating worm, because the hobbing data is the same as that of worm gear box. 
However, the lead trace of a bedded-in worm wheel does not tend to be a complete 
straight line even if the full face width of the wheel flank is completely wom. The author 
Is not very sure what causes this difference, but some possible reasons may explain it. 
One possibility is that the wheel flank wear is generated when load Is applied and the 
tooth load and tooth deflections are not uniform across the face width. Therefore the lead 
trace measured after the load has been released does not show complete conformity, 

even through there was contact between worm and wheel flanks under load. Another 

possible cause is that the relative position between the worm and wheel in the worm box 

is not exactly the same as that of the manufacturing process due to defections, 

clearances and errors etc. Of course, both effects may contribute at the same time. A 

further possibility is that load variations in service, with corresponding variable worm shaft 

and tooth deflections, mean that the wheel never fully beds in at any load level. 

6.3.4 Double and triple cut wheel flanks 

A double or triple cut may be applied when mobbing a worm wheel to achieve the required 

contact pattem. The purpose of a double cut is to bring the contact pattem to the exit 
side and that of a triple cut is to bring the contact pattern to the middle. An example of 
double cut lead traces is given by Figure 6.5. 

20 um 

10 mm 

Figure 6.5 Lead trace of a double-cut worm wheel flank 
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The characteristic of a double cut lead trace Is that a sharp change In slope occurs at the 

joint of the two surfaces. Industrial practice shows that double cut operations do not 

cause any major problems. This may be explained by the fact that the double cut 
reduces the sensitivity to manufacturing errors and the bedding-in process will eventually 

smooth down the wheel flank at the discontinuity. A triple cut is intended to be used in 

applications where a reversing drive Is needed. A double or triple cut may have to be 

applied when the hob oversize has been significantly reduced by extensive resharpening. 

6.3.5 Entry and exit gap 

The entry gap helps of course to provide easy entry of lubricant to the contact zone and 
it is in fact widely understood that the major purpose of an entry gap is to obtain a better 

lubrication condition. This is however wrong, because the entry gap normally used is 

much larger than required for effective lubricant entrainment. The exit/entry gaps of the 

wheels measured went up to 6 µm per mm face width or even larger. In fact, the most 
important function of the entry gap is to allow for relatively large tolerances in worm wheel 

manufacturing. This is necessary, since almost every single setting parameter is critical 
to worm gears. With a large entry gap, when wheel deflects axially and the teeth and 

worm bend under load, the contact tends to become more central but still leaves an 

adequate entry gap for lubricant, even after bedding-in. 

6.4 Extent of wear on wohn and wheel flanks 

Substantial wear has been found on most of the wheel flanks measured. Figure 6.6 

shows an example of wear. Figure 6.6 (a) is the profile measured before running and 

(b) is that measured after running. As can be seen, the wear depth measured is up to 

70 µm at the reference diameter after 4 hours of running under load at half the catalogue 

load rating. Badly wom wheel flanks can have wear depths up to a few millimetres, which 

certainly is of great concern although it does not represent the normal case. 

The profiles of one wom wheel can be very different from another and from what is 

expected, just as one cylindrical gear's profile errors can be very different from others. 
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For example heavier wear of both flanks may occur on the same side of the face width 

rather than, as would normally be expected, on only the exit side of each flank. This has 

been confirmed by analytical measurement, by contact pattern testing and by taking an 

impression from the worn teeth. This phenomenon may cause problems on hard/soft 

worm gears, for instance very low efficiency and short life. Especially, it can ruin 

hard/hard worm gears since it indicates a very poor load distribution across the face. 

Scale: 10 µm per div 

l 1 W111 11 1 1 

ýlil! 
M UM I Ili I 
I .I I I : ýº! i I I 
II I ;: IIý I 
II I II I Iý. : ':! ýil 

I I ;ýI ýr ý 
II I I IIi ý ý, 

Il l l I ýý " ' 
(a) (b) 

(a) profile measured before running. 
(b) profile measured after running. 

Figure 6.6 Wear on worm wheel flanks 

It is generally assumed that a worm stays unchanged once it has been made, since the 

worm flanks are hardened. However, analytical measurement shows that wear on even 

a carburized worm flank is normally quite significant. Many measurement results show 

that 20 - 30 µm wear on worm flanks is very common and even 60 µm wear has been 

found on examples. Wear on a worm flank is normally not uniform and heavier wear 

usually appears on the dedendum of the worm flanks. Possible reasons for the wear 

that occurs and its distribution are: 

1) the large ratio between the number of teeth on the wheel and worm; 

2) the worm flanks are not hardened enough (refer to chapter 7); 

3) lubrication conditions are poor when contact occurs near the wheel tip, close to the 

envelope of contact lines on the worm flank ( refer to chapter 2 ); 

4) the edge of the wheel tip is sharp. 
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CHAPTER 7: IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION III 

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION 

The objectives of this PhD project were to develop analytical techniques and metrology 
of worm gears for the DTI research project 'Improving Worm Gear Performance', carried 

out by the Design Unit, and the EPSRC research project 'Improving the Stress Analysis 

of Worm Gearing', carried out by the Department of Mechanical, Materials and 
Manufacturing Engineering at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne. However, the 

actual work done has extended over a much wider range of activities. Apart from its 

academic achievements - the mesh analysis models developed to match the rapid 

progress of computer technology and the metrology methods and software which allow, 
for the first time in the world as far as we know, analytical worm wheel measurement - 
the project has been industry-driven. The theory and its implementation have been used 

to support other major worm gearing research projects carried out over recent years in 

over British universities. In addition, the software developed and expertise gained have 

been used in commercial projects carried out by the Design Unit. This chapter presents 

some examples of these applications which have been chosen from investigations which 

cover various different aspects of worm gearing. 

7.1 Parametric study on effect of setting errors on Cavex wormgears 

The analysis software has been used to investigate ZC (Cavex) worm gearing. The 

details are discussed in references [Hu, Pennell and Hofmann, 1996]. The main results 

of the investigation are summarised as follows: 

1) A balance between the conformity of the two mating flanks (which increase load 

capacity) and the sensitivity of the design to setting errors is needed. The price 
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to pay for a better conformity is tighter tolerances on manufacturing and setting 

errors, or alternatively, longer bedding-in procedures. 

2) The effects of setting errors on the contact pattern can be quantified. The centre 
distance errors appear to be most critical, as demonstrated by Figure 7.1. Unless 

the centre distance of ZC worm gears under running conditions can be held 

to tighter tolerances than that of typical ZI designs, the higher conformity and 
better contact line orientation of Cavex worms may actually give few advantages. 

(3) The ZC worm gear profiles do create a favourable orientation of contact lines, 

which extend mainly at right angles to the sliding direction. It is widely accepted 

that large angles between the contact lines and the sliding direction favour 
better lubrication. 

The investigations have also shown that, normally, a relatively large positive 

addendum modification must be chosen to establish the advantageous lubrication 

conditions and avoid undercut, as shown in Figure 7.2(a). ZC worm wheels are 
easily undercut The reason for this seems to be its small pressure angle at 
hob tip. 

wheel 

contact position changes 
significantly due to 
increase in centre distance 

Figure 7.1 The effects of centre distance on the contact of ZC profile 
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7.2 Investigation into the causes of Cavex wheel surface pitting damage 

Laboratory testing under load of even extensively-pitted bronze worm gears has shown 

that the accuracy of motion transmission, gearing efficiency, noise level, peak load 

capacity and the heat generated are not significantly affected by the presence of such 

pitting [ANSVAGMA 6022-C931. However the presence of pits in some applications is of 

concern. 

The exact mechanism which causes pits to develop in a tooth flank is not yet fully 

understood, although several theories have been published. It is, however, generally 

agreed that pitting is a fatigue phenomenon, caused mainly by cyclic contact stresses. 
Pitting is thus most likely at points of greatest load concentration, whether caused by 

profile errors, pitch errors, shaft misalignment errors, poor design or incorrect bedding-in 

procedures. Many publications show that the highest contact stress is on the exit side 

and claim that this is the reason why pitting normally occurs on this side. This Is not 

surprising, since worm gear contacts are normally designed to have the load 

concentrated on the exit side, since an entry gap is always needed. The relative 

absence of pitting on the entry side is thus inevitable. 

Cavex worm gears appear, in service, to be more susceptible to pitting surface damage 

than ZI (involute) worm gearing, so an attempt has been made to find the reason. One 

possible reason could be an increased likelihood of localized load concentrations on a 
Cavex worm wheel flank. 

It is a characteristic of Cavex worm gearing that a relatively large positive addendum 

modification is normally chosen to establish the advantageous lubrication conditions and 

avoid undercut [Vos, 1996]. The negative effect of this choice Is a narrowing of the 

conjugate contact area on the wheel flank, as illustrated in Figure 7.2 (a). On the area 

outside conjugate contact, Interference can occur between the meshing teeth. This can 

be seen on some occasions as hobbing marks, shown in Figure 7.2 (b). This 

interference zone is characterized by intensive rubbing between the worm and wheel 

flanks, especially if wear has reduced the exit and entry gaps so that heavy contact 
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Hob rotati 
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undercut avoided 
na contact lines in the area near 
the two ends of face width 

Joint (intersection) between 
conjugate contact area and 
interference area 

Figure 7.2 Contact lines on ZC work wheel flanks 
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occurs in this region. 

The border line between the conjugate contact zone and the interference zone has often 
been discovered to corresponding closely to the hob tip (during cutting) or to the worm 
tip (during running). Here, there will be a blunt 'comer' between the two surfaces, so that 
the contact stresses near these border lines could be very high. The software also 
shows that the exit side normally has a larger interference zone than the entry side, as 
well as a smaller gap than the entry side. On Cavex worms, intense localized contacts 
on the 'corner between the conjugate and interference surfaces is thus much more likely 

on the exit side. This type of localized 'comer' contact rarely occurs on ZI worms 
because there is normally no interference zone. The sensitivity studies also show that 
the likelihood of this type of failure on Cavex worms will probably be further increased if 

close centre-distance tolerances cannot be held under running conditions. 

These conclusions are supported by results from other publication [Winter, 1981 ] and by 

real running examples. We must recognise that the current design practice for the ZC 

worm gears produced by Render may include techniques to eliminate or reduce the 
interference. However, as a research activity, we issue this preliminary discovery for 
discussion and further investigation if necessary. 

7.3 Diagnosis of Design Errors 

Design of worm gears is sophisticated and some design problems prove to be very 
difficult to solve without theoretical analysis. The following two examples are of problems 

which occurred in industy with which the Design Unit was asked to help. These two 

examples demonstrate how useful the analysis software developed is for solving 
industrial problems. 

Casel : Cross contact 

it is often found in manufacturing that a the contact pattern is split into two patches and 
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a damaging contact pattern appears at the wheel flank tip comer, as shown in Figure 7.3. 

This type of contact pattern is called 'cross contact'. A hobbing machine operator and 

engineer could spend hours- even days-trying to get rid of the comer patch and end up 

without success. A cross contact caused by the design shown in Figure 7.3 was 

diagnosed on site by the author by using the analysis software running on PC. The 

solution was found within a few minutes although the client had been struggling for days 

to cure the cross contact by trying different settings without being aware that the problem 

was inevitable due to a design error. 

Figure 7.3 Cross contact on a worm wheel flank 
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Case 2: First surface interference 

Tiere are two possibilities of causing an area on the wheel dedendum to have no contact 
with the worm flank. The first possibility, unacceptable undercut, is well known and can 
be approximately estimated by simple calculations. But the second one, here called first 

surface interference, as shown in Figure 7.4, is more difficult. As can be seen, the 

contact lines will nearer extend into the dotted area. Actually, curve ABA is the limit of the 

conjugate contact surface on the wheel flank and often called `first boundary'. This case 

could be extremely confusing since simple calculations suggest that there is no undercut, 
but increasing the hob size or reducing the hobbing centre distance makes no difference. 

The dotted area is simply `removed' by the hob rather than being generated. This is 

immediately shown up by the software. 

intact Line 

Figure 7.4 First surface interference 

7.4 Collaboration with other worm gear research projects in the UK 

The analysis software has also been used to provide data for the project `Worm Gear 

Design: Elatohydrodynamics' carried out at the University of Wales Cardiff (EPSRC 

Award GR/H 41546) and the worm gear metrology software has been used to measure 

test worm wheels for the DTI-founded project 'The Analysis and Measurement of 

Transmission Error in Precision Worm Gears" carried out at University of Huddersfield. 

The collaboration with the University of Huddersfield and the University of Wales Cardiff 

has been very successful and mutually beneficial. For details, see [Snidle, 1996] and 

[Fish and Munro, 1995]. 
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Figure 7.5 The worm wheel profiles before Improvement 

Figure 7.6 The hob profile before improvement 
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7.5 Improving manufacturing worm wheel quality [Hu and Frazer, 1996] 

Design Unit was asked to check the accuracy of a worm, worm wheel and worm wheel 
hob from a passenger lift worm gear drive. The aim was to find the reasons why the 

expected contact pattern could not be achieved. Large profile errors were measured on 

the wheel and hob as shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. The similarity of the profile errors 

on of hob and wheel indicated that the hob profile error had probably been introduced 

into the worm wheel during hobbing. Then this was dared by the analysis software 

which was used to predict the contact pattern with the actual hob and worm geometry 

measured. The prediction is shown in Figure 7.7. The prediction was checked against 

the actual contact pattern by the machine operator with very good agreement. Figure 

7.8 shows the contact marking assuming there were no errors in the worm and wheel, 

which verifies that the design of hob and worm was satisfactory. 

The conclusion was drawn that it was a tooling error, not a fundamental design error, so 
the Design Unit suggested that the quality of the hob should be improved to reduce the 

wheel profile errors. 

The hob was then reground and used to cut a worm wheel, and the reground hob and 
women wheel cut by it were again sent to Design Unit for measurement. The 

measurement results show a significant improvement in hob and wheel accuracy and the 

contact pattern was significantly improved. The improved results are demonstrated by 

Figure 7.9. 

This type of diagnostic work would not have been possible without the software and 

measurement techniques developed during this project. 
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Figure 7.7 Contact pattern predicted with actual hob profile 

Figure 7.8 Contact pattern predicted with hob profile specified on drawing 

Figure 7.9 Hob profile after Improvement 
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7.6 Reducing noise level of worm boxes [Frazer and Hu, 19951 

A worm gear set (designation 1/40/12.8/1.25 mm, 33mm CD) used in a stair lift produced 

unacceptable noise when running under load. The Design Unit was asked to determine 

the cause of this problem by measuring worm and wheel samples. The client reported 
that their prototype worms and wheels ran with acceptable noise level but that the 

production batch had proved to be excessively noisy. The worms and wheels supplied 
for measurement included both prototype and production examples. A gearbox assembly 

was also supplied to assist with the investigation. 

The worms and wheels were measured. Profile measurement of the worm wheels showed 
20 to 30 µm errors with (+) metal at the tip. This is a large error for a fine pitch worm 

gear and will cause significant mismatch between the worm gear pair which will generate 

noise. An example of the wheel measurement results is given in Figure 7.10. When the 

quiet worm was measured, a considerable amount of wear (15 - 20 µm) was found on 

the dedendum, while the noisy worm profile errors were within 5 µm (Figure 7.11). 
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Figure 7.10 The wheel measurement results for example in section 7.8 
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(a) Quiet (worn) worm profile (b) Noisy (unworn) worm profile 

Figure 7.11 Comparison between quiet and noisy worm profiles 

The worm profile measurements suggest strongly that the profile of the prototype (quiet) 

worm was regenerated by the mating wheel. The wear on the worm dedendum had 

compensated for the mismatch due to the wheel profile error and helped to reduce the 

noise level. This diagnosis was confirmed by building an assembly comprising the 

prototype (wom) worm and a production wheel which produced a quiet gear box. The 

hardness of the worms was then tested and found to be only about 300 HV which is low 

for an induction hardened worm (specified heat treatment ). This may explain the wear 

measured on the quiet worm. 

The recommendation for improving the production quality was that the profile of the worm 

and wheel should be modified to get a smooth transmission and reduce the noise level. 

These recommendations have been proved to be very successful. 

7.7 Lubrication and contact stress analysis 

As mentioned above, the analysis software has been used to supply data to the Cardiff 

University for lubrication and contact stress analysis. One of the sample wheels 
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(designation 1/40/8/6.67 mm and 160 mm CD) is cut by a typical oversize hob and the 

no-load contact between the mating teeth Is a point contact. The EHL analysis [Snidle 

and Evans, 1996] showed that the maximum contact pressure Is 0.9 GPa when 75% of 

the catalogue rating load is applied to this sample. The materials of the sample are 

steel/bronze so a 0.9 GPa contact pressure is more than twice the maximum allowable 

value. 

1) These results have well explained the reason why some companies start bedding-in 

load with a quarter of its catalogue rating and then increase the load gradually 
[Cone Drive, 1995]. 

2) The results have also convinced us that the elastic analysis of the unworn profiles for 

Is not the best design procedure for hard/soft worm gears (see chapter 8). 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

8.1 Conclusions 

8.1.1 All the planned objectives have already been achieved. In addition, the results of 
this work have been used in all major worm gear research projects carried out in UK 
universities over recent years and have been a crucial contribution to most of them 
(Snidle and Evans, 1996]. Furthermore, the results have been extensively used for 
commercial purposes to investigate and improve worm gear design and manufacture 
(see chapter 7). 

8.1.2 A new analytical mechanics of gearing - the B-Matrix method has been fully 
developed and successfully applied to worm gearing. The B-Matrix method has been 
proved to be advantageous in fully utilizing modem computers. It is a very compact, 
direct, accommodating and generalised 3D kinematic analysis technique, compared with 
polynomial models. These are tedious to develop and program and prone to errors, but 

are nevertheless the best solution for a slow computer. The author has found the B- 

matrix models very quick to develop and believes that the advantages of this method 

will become more obvious as computers develop. 

In this project, the B-matrix method has been successfully implemented in software for 

non-elastic (no load) analysis of cylindrical worm gearing. The software has been written 
to be very user friendly with a GUI (Graphics User Interface) and is fully functional and 
robust. 

8.1.3 The worm wheel measurement principle and associated mathematical models 

originated by the author have been proved to be a great success, and all the known 

theoretical and practical problems of implementation have been overcome without 
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sacrifice of measurement capability. 

This measurement software has been implemented on a CNC measuring machine in 

the UK National Gear Metrology Laboratory, to allow, for the first time, analytical 

measurement of worm wheel tooth flanks. As far as we are aware, this worm wheel 

absolute measurement technology is unique to the UK National Gear Metrology 
Laboratory, although some leading CMM manufacturers (Tesa Metrology, Höfler, M&M) 

announced many years ago they were developing techniques for measuring worm 

wheels. 

8.1.4 The combination of the mesh analysis software and CNC measurement of worm 

wheels has been proved to be a powerful tool in the investigation of industrial worm 

gearing problems in manufacture, quality control and design (see chapter 7). These 

applications of results from this project have shown clearly that this type of investigation 

and diagnostic work would have been virtually impossible without the availability of the 

analysis software and measurement technique. 
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8.2 Discoveries 

8.2.1 The axial datum for worm wheel measurement is very critical to the lead 

measurement results. When measuring lead errors, a given error in axial datum will 

result in approximately 40% error in lead measurement. The profile measurement result 
is much less sensitive to the axial datum. A 50 µm error in axial datum hardly makes 

any difference in the profile measurement results. 

The effect of axial datum on analytical measurement results has well explained the 

reason why the oversize hob technology is a great help in terms of -reducing the 

sensitivity of worm gearing to machining and setting errors. 

8.2.2 Wear of a wheel tooth normally extends over the entire flank, and even a few 

hours running at the nominal load rating can produce wear of 80 µm on a wheel flank; 

The worm measurement results have also confirmed that wear on worm flanks can be 

significant and is not negligible. Wear on a worm flank of up to 30 to 50 µm has been 

measured on many samples. The location of heavy wear on a worm flank is normally 

on its dedendum. However, a "perfect" worm flank has been widely assumed in 

previous worm gearing analysis programs. This is certainly at variance with what 

actually happens and has been misleading, since it has been found that worm flank 

deviations from ideal form can significantly affect worm gear performance, for instance 

its noise level. 

8.2.3 A discrepancy has been found between the wear distribution and the contact 

marking predicted from lead traces measured after running. This is likely to be 

associated with elastic deflections of the worm, wheel, and worm gearbox assembly 

under load. 

8.2.4 No-load contact analysis can be used to predict the contact pattern and no load 

performance of wormgears. Theoretical lead deviations ( predicted entry / exit gaps ) 

also show how the contact region will develop during bedding-in. 
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8.2.5 Cross contact tends to appear when hob oversize is reduced as a result of 
repeated resharpening, but this phenomenon may also occur with large oversize. A hob 

with 7% oversize produced very bad cross contact. 

The contact marking can never go beyond the limits of the conjugate region, which can 
prevent achievement of the contact pattern wanted (see section 7.3). 

Therefore, the worm gearing analysis software should be used to identify these 

problems when a new design is proposed, and certainly before manufacturing It. 

8.2.6 Elastic point contact" analysis is not meaningful for the analysis of worm gearing 

under load, since bedding-in will soon more or less conform the contact and substantially 

after both the worm and wheel tooth form. 

TCA was developed originally by Gleason for spiral bevel and hypoid gears which do 

have point contact between hard-hard surfaces. In this case, bedding-in wear is 

negligible and nominal point contact is maintained throughout the working life of these 

gears. Therefore it is not sensible to simply adopt this method for worm gearing analysis 
for soft worm wheels. 

8.2.7 it the extent of wear or bedding-in is unknown, contact stress analysis and 
lubrication analysis remain uncertain. The reliable solution is to measure analytically the 

bedded-in flanks and carry out loaded analyses based on this geometry. Alternatively, 

an attempt must be made to develop an adequate wear model so that the bedded-in 

geometry can be predicted. 

However, generally speaking, line contacts are probably closer to the actual situation 

than point contacts, since worm wheels normally show almost full face contact after 

bedding-in. Analytical measurements have shown that the bedded-in wheel flank is 

more or less conformal with the mating worm flank. 

A loaded and lubrication analysis based on assumption of conformal contact may thus 

be more appropriate. This suggests that Wilkesmann's approximate loaded analysis 
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(which is the basis of the new draft worm gear load capacity rating procedure DIN 3996) 

is likely to be more reliable than procedures based on "exact" elastic analysis of the 

theoretical (unworn) profiles. 

8.2.8 The effects of individual manufacturing errors on a worm wheel flank varies. The 

profile errors of a fly tool can be transferred directly onto the wheel flank. The link 
between hob profile errors and wheel geometry can also be seen from measurement 

results, but the interpretation of these results is much more difficult. More work to clarify 
the effect of hob manufacturing and mounting errors still needs to be done. The 

presentation of the effective cutting edge errors of a hob is certainly helpful. 

The effects on the lead error of errors in axial datum and swing angle appear to be 

linear. The main effect on lead error of a centre distance error is to change the curvature 

of the lead trace and hence the entry/exit gaps. The combined effect of the three 

parameters on lead can be simply added together and successfully predicted by the 

software. 

8.2.9 There appears to be a conflict between designing (a) to achieve favourable 

orientation of the contact lines for effective lubrication and (b) to prevent undercut. 

8.2.10 ZC worm profiles may provide conformal contact and better lubrication. The 

price to pay for achieving these advantages is higher accuracy requirements (or a longer 

bedding-in procedure) and a relatively large positive addendum modification which tends 

to cause surface interference (see sections 7.1 and 7.2). 
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8.3 Discussion 

During bedding-in, the wheel flank is regenerated by the worm flank, so that it becomes 

gradually conformal with the worm flank. Although it is very difficult to tell when the 
bedding-in stops precisely, point contact certainly no longer occurs after bedding-in. 

For successful bedding in, it can be assumed that 

1) The bedding-in wear procedure will continue until the contact stress has reduced 
to allow the oil film to build up sufficiently to separate the worm/wheel flanks under the 

transmitted load. 

2) The contact should become almost full-face when worm gears are operated 

under full load, but should not be completely full-face, since the contact area may need 
to increase further under peak loads. The contact area nevertheless should not be a 

small area under full load, as compared with "almost full-face' contact, since this means 
the design is probably too conservative. 

Therefore, it is necessary to predict the contact region after bedding-in. The contact 

area extends during bedding-in process, and clearly, will first extend to where the gap 
Is the smallest, so that lead traces from theoretical analysis can be used to predict how 

the contact area will change during bedding-in. The prediction of the contact region after 
bedding-in can also be demonstrated from the predicted contact pattern plotted by 

gradually increasing the gap size (equivalent to gradually increasing the thickness of 

blue dye). 
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8.4 Suggestions for further work 

8.4.1 The absolute measurement of involute worm wheels is a break through in the 
field, but it is only a start. More experience and further improvement are needed to take 
full advantage of involute worm wheel measurement; 

8.4.2 The metrology software should be validated for ZA, ZN worm wheels and 
extended for other types of cylindrical worm wheels (for example, Cavex), as necessary. 

8.4.3 The mesh analysis software should be modified to include functions to analyse 
hob runout and bearing errors, and hob "effective" profile and pitch errors. This will 
enable the complex interaction of these errors to be studied, so that the interpretation 

of analytical measurements of worm wheels can be improved. 

8.4.4 Since these are still unexplained discrepancies between the calculated and 
actual worm wheel tooth forms, even when the kinematic hobbing errors have been 

minimized, the effect of hob/fly-tool deflection due to the cutting loads should be 
investigated. Because of the small hob/arbor diameter, these deflections are a much 
greater problem in worm wheel manufacture than in the conventional hobbing of 
spur/helical gears. On CNC machines, some measure of automatic compensation for 
these deflections may even be possible. 

8.4.5 The effect of the original manufacturing errors on the wear process during 
bedding-in is still unknown and worthy of investigation, so as to be able to cut worm 
wheels to close to their bedded-in profile. This would greatly reduce the amount of wear 
and lubricant contamination that presently occurs. 

8.4.6 It is very worthwhile considering the possibility of using hard worm wheels, since 
wheel manufacture with high accuracy should be achievable, so that the investigation 

can be based on known geometry and proper theoretical and experimental analyses. 
Although attempts to use hard/hard worm/wheel pairings failed in the past, the causes 
of these failures are still not clear. One of the reasons is probably that the actual wheel 

geometry used was unknown. 
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APPENDIX I 

CONVENTIONS USED 

A 1.1 Worm gear types: ZI (involute) worm gears unless otherwise stated. 

A 1.2 Hand and flank of worm gearing considered: left flank of a right-handed worm 
and wheel is studied in this thesis, as shown in Figure A 1.1. 

Top 

Exit side 

Wo m rota 

Studied flank 

Entry side 

w:. 

Figure A 1.1 Hand and flank of worm gearing considered 
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A 1.3 Surface conditions: 

x(')(u, 8) 

r(''(u, e) 
z('"(u, A) 

1 

r(1)(u, e) e C2 

au 
x 

a9 
0 (U, 6) eG 

The superscript (1) denotes the worm surface. u and 9 are curvilinear parameters. 

Symbol C2 denotes that x(1)(u, O), y(') (u, 9), z''" (u, 9) have continuous derivatives to the 

second order. (u, O) EG denotes that the curvilinear parameters belong to the area G 

which is an open region (excluding part of its boundary). 

x(2)(u, e, 41) 

Y(2)(u, 8, $, ) 

z(2)(u, e, 4, ) 

I 

E C2 (u, e) EGe, E (e, b) 

A 1.4 Rigidity: No elastic effects are included: 
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APPENDIX 2 

WORM GEAR FOR THE EXAMPLES USED 

All the following samples are ZI ( involute ) worm gears. 

A 2.1 Data for validation of the B-matrix models and calculation procedures 

[Worm Data C (mm) z, zz Mx (mm) q 

160 2 41 6.4 9 25° 

A 2.2 Data for validation of the non-conjugate analysis against other calculation 

methods 

Worm Data C (mm) z, z2 m� (mm) q ac� 
152.4 1 50 5.1557 9.1267 22.5° 

Hob Data C (mm) z, 11 rr (mm) q an 

152.273 1 0.0667° 5.1429 12.094 22.5° 

A 2.3 Data for validation of the non-conjugate analysis against other calculation 

methods 

Worm Data C (mm) z, zl mx (mm) q a� 

203.2 2 53 6.1895 12.654 20° 

Hob Data C (mm) z, mx (mm) q an 

206.16 2 0.7° 6.1803 13.5678 20° 

Both the worm and hob flanks had been modified using parabolic profiles. The actual 
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(wed) profiles are simulated in the model by assuming the profile corrections shown 
in Figure A 2.1 and A 2.2. 

wi 

CASE t8 

A 

HO8jWORMnP nu 

a cl 

Az Al 

ROOT HOBjWORli4TIP DIA 

ýýýn 

s Au 
a A2L 

C, 
C2 

A, A1, A2>0 GIVE MnWS TAL ON FLANK 

Figure A 2.1 Worm profile modification 

Hoh Profile Modifications 

CASE cZ cl 

az 

ROOT H081WORM TIP DIA 

AL It ,2 
cl 
C 

k, Al, A2>0 GITE Mfl US 1 ThL 08 RANK 

Figure A 2.2 Hob profile modification 
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APPENDIX 3 

NORMAL PITCH METHOD FOR HOB DESIGN 

This method of hob design is practically regarded as the industry standard. The principle 

of this method is to use the same normal pitch and normal pressure angle on both the 

worm and the hob. The hob data is thus determined by the following procedure: 

PAH , Pte, a Pn 

anH0CEnw0an 

ZIH = Ztw = Z1 

dH =dw + Os 

sinYH=P +. 
Zih/( dm 'Ir 

PxH=Pn /CosYH 

where 
p�H - hob normal pitch at its mean diameter 

pr, - worm normal pitch at its mean diameter 

z, w - number of worm starts 

z, H - number of hob starts 
dH - hob mean diameter 
dw - worm mean diameter 
0, - hob oversize, determined by the worm gear manufacturer 
YH - hob lead angle at its mean diameter 

p, ¢, - hob axial lead at its mean diameter 

The full set of data for the hob thread can then be calculated using BS 721 

specifications. 
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APPENDIX 4 

GEOMETRY OF THE "THIN SPUR GEAR" SECTION OF 

A WORM WHEEL 

A 4.1 The "thin involute spur gear" section of a ZI wheel 

A ZI worm wheel cut by a non-mismatch hob has a "very thin spur gear' section, 

which can be measured as a spur gear. To prove the existence of this "very thin 

spur gear" the following two statements must be proved: 

Statement 1: There is an axial section of straight-line profile on the worm wheel hob 

flank 

It is widely known that a convolute worm helicoid (ZA, ZI or ZN) is formed by a 

straight-line generatrix (see Chapter 1). The generatrix is the Intersection between 

the base tangent plane and the helicoid, as represented by 

- ucosA 
1- rb 

K"(2-n+4, )-using " ..... (A4.1) 

1 

where K= pZ 
2"n 

Equation (A 4.1) can be obtained from formula (4.7) by replacing 9 with (3n) /2 for x, ('" 

and y, (') and with (3n 12 + (D ,) for z, (') . This is a plane formed by the straight-line 
generatrix, by translating it at a uniform speed as m, increases. Since the hob swing 

angle n is zero (for no-mismatch), the translation of this straight-line generatrix will, like 

a basic rack, generate an involute profile on the worm wheel flank. For the wheels, 
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shown in Figure A 1.1, this basic rack lies a distance rb below the worm wheel mid plane, 

as shown in Figure A 4.1. 

Y9 

Figure A 4.1 

Any type of convolute helicoid worm will generate an Involute profile in one transverse 

plane of the worm wheel, but only the ZI (Involute) worm wheel has a "thin spur gear" 

section. This is proved in statement 2: 

Statement 2: The normal to the involute profile section of a ZI worm wheel generated by 

the non-mismatch worm wheel hob, lies in the wheel transverse plane. 

When 6= (3n)/2, the normal to the hob helicoid at is, from formula (4.8) 

I -usinX 
MI) = Cosa. 

K- rbtanA 
f ucosý, """"" (A4.2) 

0 

where K= P- 
2"n 

This has a constant component along y, (parallel to the worm wheel axis Y2 as shown in 
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Figure A 4.1) and a variable component u acting in the worm base tangent plane at the 
generating angle A. (along the line of action normal to the generatrix). 

It follows that the direction of this normal will, in general, vary as parameter u varies. 
When measuring the involute profile on a convolute worm wheel flank, this will cause 
the contact point between the measuring probe and the wheel tooth flank to move round 

the probe tip, necessitating a correction proportional to the probe tip radius p (Hu and 

Pennell, 1994]. 

For Involute helicoid worms, however, X ar y= tan '' ( pp /( 2nrb )), so, from formula (A 

4.2), the component of the normal parallel to worm wheel axis y2 vanishes.. The normal 

then lies in the base tangent plane, le, in the transverse plane of the worm wheel, which 

Is, locally, equivalent to a "thin spur gear". 

It thus follows that no correction for stylus contact radius is needed when measuring the 

involute section of a ZI worm wheel as a "thin spur gear". 

A 4.2 Determination of base radius r, g of the "thin spur gear" 

The normal of the "thin spur gear" is along the line of action and tangential to the base 

circle of the "thin spur gear", whose radius rb2 is given by 

rb2 = r2"cosyb=mx"_ (A4.3) 
2 

where 

r2 - the wheel reference radius 
MX - worm axial module 

Yb - worm base lead angle 
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